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Tuition fee increases on the way
Th?ynS^E«H0LLE17 „ voice their disapproval. If they first reading and get some type of i________ ______________ ___________ _____

°^am government will protest at Queen’s Park, that’s an public reaction InTermT of -------------------------------------------------
creasesTr nnivÏÏ^v t®!, T ^ppropriate form- People always political clout, support from non- 
from $100 to $175 for next yea^ac- iifj6 right to, demonstrate students is most important 

cording to numerous sources. ’ government Î?16J0^7atives know

S«Lhe„Æ0, Î“V' J**""- P^—dar, &'"lÜS XWSweeîf that ïïr souTces^nthin^ ^,Cati°n £ritic for the Obérais hinges on what the Literals are 
Ntinistrv ^ ^ said Parrott would have to answer going to do”,
sities / ? .y.mver* three Questions from his party. “I would hope OFS will call a
creaL of roSw^JlOO f?r°nth ' They WOuld v!ant to ^ why the meeting so universities can get

- .-sPV? t s ssTJfizszz* ias—reS3dthi^nd «fth3^6 Since Sned the size of 016 increase. Paul Kellogg, cochairperson of 
Z bîilvp? y the deC1Slon They would also want to know what the United Left Coalition (ULC)

Toronto3 Sun rwn-c Pot cor»;esponding changes would be said, “The only surprise about the
columnist âïre^ov Lid hi^ mad® in the provincial loan and tuition increase is that they waited 
Lwummst, uaire Hoy, said his grant schemes. so long. Their attemnt tn rtiviH*.
sources expec e increase to be “If they have good answers we and conquer with a prepatory fee 

Carol Vanahn t *• would support the increase other- hike for international students was
assistant L MCTi wlse there is g°ing to be a fight,” a rather broad hint of their real in-

sadSweeney- tentions now becoming clear,
comment hê Ï According to Sweeney, the “They are making students pay
dem^The hnd^L Liberals would Uke to see tuition for a budget crisis not of our
deternled an/nr P-rnn 8 det^rmined by a “fair ratio” of making and are making post- 
not announce anv nart of it n^tii stlfdent support- There would be a secondary education even more of 
the whole^hing^s determined "a percantage of student’s a priveledge and less accessible to 

“It could be a courte of wppIts education ,that he or she would be working people and lower income
vSnWC kn°W anything’” 831(1 weren’t meetingth^ratio^tidtitm ^KeHogf "added, “National

sSrtf£wLa^3 r~~ ZMzJi ia ïhari anvthinl tn h *d ^ ll now, said Sweeney. defence of the right to a imiversitv
sSidpnTSfv^N^ with Nationai OFS chairperson, Murray education.” 8 Y
Student Day (NSD) on November Miskin said he was not surprised ______________ _

-SÇïïfMïS SSS55S York tenant poll to determine 
*33S££? SSS rent rebates or concessions
ilpLrr SsSbut I hadn t thought it would be as to university ” d ticipation in residence affairs will government ’ ammpnL? ^ ? Dlv‘smnal Court of the
high as reported in The Sun. I York vice-president of student ask undergraduate residents to Residential Prom??» d pth* Supref1® c°urt of Ontario to be
think Hoy’s contacts are quite affairs Bill Farr said thp ,mivp choose between a rent rebate or a Rpvieu,- api • a SfS Pent appealed, and from there possibly
reliable though.” 9 sityhadnot vïteTsay in residence administration ? °rder exempt to the Court of Appeals. He did not

Warner opposed the increase tuition increase^ “W? wr? told The Rent Review Bargaining TOrSernDtion^as^nd^1^- the case would get as far as
saying, “I’m not in favour of not to expect our Rflf a! Committee, composed of In ord^TicandltlonaL that, and estimated that perhaps
raising tuition to make it the nouncement until the end tf to- representatives from all college sity must consult’ with™6* m f m°n? *he decision of
ÏSwoÆ-’ WhlCh ,hiS ta- and I i-îf °T sSnt' council o°

He saidthp °(jnvpmm t nouncement would be in that,” he ?rvSF^ Jd ïhSt v u ?îederabon association. Following con- Edson suggested that the univer-
notha^pmlf7hp ent WOuld saTld‘ . H a"d the y°rk University sultation, the university must file sity ™ght want to settle out of
proved bv the . He.said UIUversity funding is not d H J wSOp.?on’t (YUTA) a letter with the local rent review court’ lf the Process got as far as
could legislature, but keeping up with inflation. “One folded last Friday to hold a officer stating that consultation that. However, students could lose
sitiesthatthJv hJd^h the ,lfu.yer- way the government can help us Nnwmhîr»1 °n the lssue on had taken place. Only after this their case, in which situation they 
Saï*£ttt!tl0n gft .closer to inflation without “L, „ _ has been accomplished 7s the would have to cover the legal costs
thine with th» nmu same placing the burden on themselves m , p Sldent Barry Edson, a university allowed to give notice their opponent, as well as their
Kid 6 °™P pre,nlums" -» by allowing us to raise tuition," “* ““ of an mcLseto SetaS
neJaid- said Farr. 016 decision was made because According to FdTon th„

^pec,ted the NDP CYSF President Barry Edson students have enquired bargaining committee “is of the
. ... s .would also oppose the who opposes an increase feels the about getting their money back legal opinion that the nnivereiti 
tuition increase. He added, “If issue oftuition increases wiUhave from the university. Edson rîmy K faiSd to TJJ P 
sudents feel the increase is unjust to go through the legislature “It’s estimates that 10 to 15 people have provisions of exemntinn ” if ih -6
i wou seem logical that they Important to jump on this right at ice about ways ot the case, then the 13.5 per cem in- Ruth Hoffman, a second year

Æ2 sr v r Se°sr^ s^aset up a committee t0 the excess- amounting to ap- says she is willing to be a test
rentsP and datermine Proxunately $49 per student. case, should students decide to go
making powers for the Thls, process would involve to c°urt on the eight, “depending
vices committee ïhiüîf ! ^ *' several stages of appeals and on what is involved”.

rBeSdTa%?me ACC°rdl"1 “«X so much the money." 
Fifty per cent of both committees retained bv CYSF to advice^m she ^d» ‘but that the university 
would be composed of students S issne orllnflf lf m e ^ was wrong and should be 
chosen from college and residence anywhere from a monthtoïvïï? punisbfdD It>s the principle of the 
councüs, and CYSF. dJZ„ whieZT timf ïY f’ But she also thought the

According to Edson, the rent- mighf amount to anvJLhJîL f°StS decisl0n on what to do about the 
setting committee would have to $500 to $5 000 1 from excess rents was up to students
determine what costs are, because First the rent incraa^ »„,ih cvd notJth? bargaining committee,
these determine rents. “We are taken to the rent review offkeï ^ had th°vght of going

i ssWLfAs1 SÆZBtd^lÏÏEr0rn°' Hb decisiS COUM be Æ Sjf ^ °‘

“Our main objective is to give 50 
per cent of decision making power 
to students and people who live in 

Bgg&o residences and are affected direc- 
ÏMÊÊ | tly by the decisions made.”

WM g The other choice is for students
---------\ chaIlen6e the university’s rent
OFS chairperson Murray Miskin holds the TorontTsuHnr^rSiHTT" 1""!^ were in'
minent tuition fee increases for university students 9 creased by 13.5 per cent over last

year, and this may be 5.5 per cent
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Pan-Africanist revolutionary, Stokely Carmichael speakii^T Stedman 
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own.

Edson said that should students 
decide to appeal the rent increase 
as a group, college councils would 
have to cover the legal costs.
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Doesn't anyone tike this place?

Students take York's "ambience" to task
By DEBBIE PEKILIS “Our job is to discuss and make of the university and to make university. For those of us who live a special permit.

The York Task Force on the recommendations on any aspects of recommendations that would in residence, things are different. CYSF president Barry Edson 
Physical and Cultural Ambience of this university that concern its improve it. Residence buildings tend to be said CYSF is concerned about the
the University, recently es- quality of life,” Said task force The task force members present cleaner than the other buildings.” lack of facilities on campus for
tablished by the Commission on chairman and Fine Arts dean at the Bearpit included Green, A Winters College day student social groups to hold activities. He 
the Goals and Objectives, held an Joseph Green at the beginning of Prof. Henry Best from Atkinson said she feels day students at mentioned the case of the York
open bearpit session on Tuesday to the session. “We are here to find out College, foreign languages Winters are a “non-entity”. “They Social Co-op, which has to
hear suggestions from members of what the community wants done. professor Elio Costa, Jay Bell (one don’t feel they belong to the college. Minkler Auditorium (at Seneca
the York community on ways to “The main purpose of the force, of the student representatives on If they stay behind at night to study College) and Convocation Hall (at
improve the quality of life on said Green, is to examine the the Board of Governors), and task or to participate in an activity, they the University of Toronto) because

physical and cultural atmosphere force secretary Yvonne Aziz.

use

have to worry about such things as it was unable to obtain the use of 
The session started off with a bucking the winter weather and Burton Auditorium.

York employee’s complaint about a transportation, during the evening, 
lack of cleanliness on the part of the Buses are irregular at night. ’ ’

She said a solution to this problem 
‘ ‘The first thing students have to would be to decentralize the univer- 

learn is that they cannot abuse sity and make the colleges
property,” she said. “I think it is stronger. “If the colleges were
very slovenly of students to throw stronger and had their own identity
garbage on the floor when there are or emphasis — such as one college
receptacles for it.” emphasizing sports, another

She also said that unless the emphasizing Fine Arts, and soon—
vandalism that goes on in the more students would be attracted to
university stops, there is no point in participate in activities there.” 
spending money to improve the Another person commented, “I 
physical and cultural features, don’t find the university a very 
“Your money is going down the comfortable place, because of its an »dea which would help students 
drain because of some stupid size, structure, and number of to get to know each other, 
people who wreck things.” students.” When asked for sugges- “There is not much here to help

In answering her second com- tions on how to improve this at- students in that direction. At the
ment, Green said proper security at mosphere, he answered, “I don’t end of the first two weeks here, I 
York is a problem for which there is have any. This should have been only knew the name of one other 
no easy solution. He mentioned that considered long ago. Maybe it is too person at the university. Then I 
all of the artwork that once hung on late now. ’ ’ went to a coffee hour on the ninth
campus has been taken down Students complained about the floor of the Ross Building. There 
because of vandalism. various rules and regulations were around three other students

“Slovenliness,” said one concerning the use of different there, and we just talked and got to
residence student, ‘‘is the by- rooms in the colleges and other know each other.”
product of the attitude held by spaces on campus. CYSF vice- He added that he really enjoyed
students to the physical facilities president for social and cultural that session, and would like to see
they use here. To most day students affairs Paul Hayden said it is very more of them at York.“They should
and employees, this is a place to hard for a group of people to hold have little pubs where you can talk 
come and learn and study, or a activities in places like Burton to people and make friends, 
place where they work. They come Auditorium, the Tait Mackenzie Students with little else to do should
in the morning and leave in the late gymnasium, or the tennis court, be invited to these little groups
afternoon. “They are always booked up.”

“Residence students live here for Another student said he is unable with their fellow students. ’ ’ 
eight months out of the year, and this year to use the Bethune College The task force will hold more 
feel more of an attachment to the music room without first obtaining hearings in November.

campus.
!

Other day students said they 
would participate in more evening 
college programmes if they found 
ones they liked. One student said he 
wants to see the Bethune and 
Winters College movie nights 
spread to other colleges. But 
another student said, “York bus 
service on Friday ends at 6 p.m., so 
if I stayed behind to have a beer or 
do something, I would have to 
worry about transportation. ’ ’

students.!
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Know Stone’s 
If Unturned.

!

One first-year student mentioned

Welcome to the Stone's Age. And 
welcome to the uncommonly good taste 
of Stone's Green Ginger Wine. Enjoy 
Stone’s our way. Or be inventive ana 
enjoy it your way.

Our Way
One part Stone’s Ginger Wine 
Three or four parts Vodka

Stir and serve on the rocks 
T e* with Club soda.

V
mm5751

a
where they can have coffee and talkGet Stone's. And leave the rest to your imagination.

Agents: A. F Vigneux a Sons Ltd
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A HOME AWAY FROM HOME
At Howard Johnson's we know you are a student. We know what food and prices mean to you. And 
what it means having to attend late classes and study late and then to realize that you are hungry and 
all the restaurants around are closed. So, we are open until midnight daily and we feature dishes 
that will satisfy you at prices which will fall within your budget.

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS
Monday DEEP SEA DINNER - Tuesday SPAGHETTI 

Wednesday FISH FRY - Thursday TURKEY DINNER - Friday CLAM FRY
PLUS! TRY OUR SALAD BAR 

TRY OUR HOMEY ATMOSPHERE - FULLY LICENSED 
A HOME AWAY FROM HOME is what Howard Johnson's Restaurant is all about!

HOWARD JOHNSON'S Restaurant 3757 KEELE STREET 
(SOUTH OF FINCH) 
PHONE: 633 2810
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Even higher tuition fees?

Future of post secondary funding worries Ont.
ByTEDMUMFORD from 15 per cent to 12 or 13 per cent. 

Secondly, they want to introduce a 
plan of reduced fiscal return based 

The provincial and federal on the fiscal capabilities (i.e. tax- 
governments are currently raising power) of each province 
negotiating their respective This proposal is contrary to 
financial responsibilities for post- Ottawa’s professed concern over 
secondary education in Canada, the imbalance of funding from 
and the outcome may spell higher province to province, as the new 
tuition increases for students.

The negotiations concern the provinces more than the richer 
renewal of the Fiscal ones.
Arrangements Act (FAA), which Finally, the federal government 
since 1967 has determined the wants to get its say in post
amounts which provincial and secondary education in regular 
federal governments contribute to forums between itself and the 
post-secondary education.

In 1967 each province chose to further federal cash involvement in 
accept one of two FAA systems of universities and colleges, 
fiscal transfer for the Financing of The reaction of the provinces has 
post-secondary education. Seven been mixed, because the federal 
provinces opted to have the federal proposals, if implemented would 
government reimburse them for affect them differentially. Thus the 
50 per cent of their annual ex- demand which issued from the 17th 
penditure in all areas of post- Conference of the First Ministers in 
secondary education (with a few Edmonton last May was that the 
exceptions such as building con- federal government be extremely 
struction and student aid, which the generous with all the provinces, 
provinces bore completely).

quested a national enquiry on the proposals because the provincial than post-secondary education, 
goals and financing of Canadian governments would receive fe- According to NUS, in the past the 
post-secondary education, and that deral funds before they had made provinces have inflated their 
NUS be represented at the enquiry their post-secondary expenditures operating budgets at the time of 
and any FAA negotiations. rather than after. NUS feels that fiscal transfers and later reduced

NUS is adamantly opposed to the the provinces may spend the their estimates and shuffled 
implementation of the federal FAA federal funds on programmes other of the funds to other areas.

and
DENISE BEATTIE

some

Pair’s Ccrnmardces featuring Pcjcproposal hurts the poorer

WORP HAS' COME DOWN To THE
Persons responsible for 

this strip that the panier 
College VIGILANTE OFFICE PbES 
NOT LOOK KINDLY ON STRIPS 
LOHICH INTIMATE THAT YORK'S 
EXCELLENT VIGILANTE SQUADS 
EAT STUDENTS.

WE ALSO PROMISE NOT TO IMPLY 
THAT A CERTAIN VIGILANTE MEMBER
Sleeps lvith a ram, or that a 
couple of commandos were seen
SNIFFING THE SEATS IN CURTIS LH-r.

No, \\ojo, 
no!!

provinces which will determine
pur H/M down, 
You FooL'. wHht 
if somebody 
SEES You’ cHoMP, )

CHoMP, >----
cHom pj

After all, we are not in the 
Business of character assassi
nation. if certain Persons prefer
To SPEND THEIR T/ME PRACTICING-
opp rituals involving- bottles of 
Béer, le/tther boots and pink 
garters, who are we to interfere ?

HNK.
Poop'we just 

take a 
nibble 
now AND 
THEN, r-

WE AGREE WITH THE 
OFFICE'S OPINION, AND 
PROMISE Not to show 
OUR CHARACTERS chewing- 
ON, SWALLOWING, oR 
OTHERWISE INGESTING 
ANY OF YORK'S S-I-U.s

7 V ' N 1 1 '. V v
HNK. Got) . i 1 
A MATCH’ V

BUNT>)
The provinces demanded that 
Ottawa give them an additional 
four percentage points (or about 

Newfoundland, New Brunswick three per cent) of federal personal 
and Prince Edward Island decided income tax. This transfer would 
to accept an alternative annual per- make up the provinces’ annual 
student grant. For these three post-secondary losses, evaluated at 
provinces with the smallest post- between $750 million and one billion 
secondary systems, the per-student dollars, 
grant was more lucrative. The

' ''If——LET us instead return
To OUR STORY...

X IT

j No CALL Police. 
■ (HE SAY HE SORRY.

Goop work, Hoto.''| 
Just For THAT,
I'LL LEND You 
MY PASSKEY 

TO cuRtis LH-I.

ALTERNATIVES Y SURE. Your 
,1 breath and 

( A BUFFALO /
\ fart. J

HNK. student 
Loitering by 

Window. /
GiWMH!

RIGHT You ARE, ] 
Hoto. X'LL l
PHONE THE rbLIcE )
department and U 

THE Fire department 
while You APPREHEND 
HIM! ,----------------—>

\f'//M /,Vv2
t-ol ÏW:

j;Since the May conference, the 
grant has grown from $15 in 1967-68 provincial governments have been 
to$48 in 1975-76. looking further into the FAA

Since 1967 the federal govern- situation, and the renewal of the Act 
ment has become disenchanted will likely be high on the agenda at 
with the FAA. Ottawa is no longer the next premiers’ conference in 
content to match expenditures with November. If the federal govem- 
the provincial governments in an 
area over which it claims to have no 
control. As well, Ottawa feels that

f

\NEXT WEEK: PAIN'S 
commandos meet either 
BARRY EPSEL OF A TREE, 
DEPENDING on which 
COMES UP WITH THE WITTIER 
LINES. .. Anp A SPECIAL GUEST 
APPEARANCE by JOHN BICKER!

(pL«A«e Moip YOU* Anus USE)

ment goes through with its 
proposals, the provinces will have 

_ to bear much more of the weight of
the FAA is perpetuating the poorer post-secondary financing and 
economic status of some provinces, students will probably be expected 
(In 1975-76, Ontario, Alberta and to share the burden in the form of 
Quebec received respectively $65, increased tuition fees.
$68 and $79 per student through 
the federal-provincial equal 
payment system, compared to the The Council of Ontario Univer- 
$48 which the Atlantic provinces sities and the National Association 
received through the per-student of Universities and Community 
system) Colleges have both recommended

The Federal government started that the FAA be renewed and that 
retailoring the FAA in 1973 by universities and governments 
imposing a 15 per cent ceiling on work out a new arrangement 
the annual increase in provincial together, 
post-secondary spending. Provin- York president H. Ian 
ces exceeding this amount have MacDonald felt that the new 
since had to make up the difference system would cause difficulties for 
themselves by raising tuition fees the universities. He said he

thought it was wrong for the federal 
government to act unilaterally 

_. nii . , instead of’sitting down with the
This year the FAA came up for its university heads to work out an 

second renewal (the first was in equitable system’.
1972) and the federal government The National Union of Students 
has proposed some major (NUS) decided at its semi-annual 
alterations intended to cut back conference in Ottawa earlier this 
federalspending on post-secondary month to demand the renewal of the 
education drastically. FAA in conjunction with a lifting of

Firstly, Ottawa wants to lower the 15 per cent annual increase 
the ceiling on annual increases ceiling. As well, NUS has re-

l" to IT/ r ,

RECOMMENDATIONS

ê ê

K

FRIDAY, OCT. 29 
9:30 A M.MIDNIGHT TO

$$ MIDNIGHTand through toher methods.
INTENDED CUTBACKS V

& SAieia fSAVE TO UP TO70/ 47/'
ON CARTRIDGES ON ELECTRONICS
• MARANTZ
• CROWN
• HARMAN-KARDON 
•REVOX
• ESS
• J.B.L.
• ROTEL
• SONY
• DUAL

• YAMAHA
• ERA
• SHURE
• PIONEER
• B + 0
• ORTOFON
• ADC
•DYNACO
• CELESTION

• GENESIS
• TOSHIBA 
•SUPEX
• CONNOISSEUR
• SOUNDCRAFTSMAN
• DBX
• ARISTON
• ZENITH
• B.A.S.F.

Booze ban in BC
VANCOUVER (CUP) — The curb alcohol abuse by Pit patrons.

Representatives met with RCMPstudent pub at the University of 
British Columbia will not be ser- Sgt. A1 Hutchinson and “ he in- 
ving beer for the next month. formed us there was a problem, and 

The student council voted 20-10 he was writing to the LAB and the 
Oct. 20 to prohibit liquour from intention was to close the Pit 
Alma Mater Society functions and down,” according to council chair 
outlets in the student union build- Phil Johnson, 
ing until November 22. COLOUR TV's...TAP€ DECKS....SP&KERS

EVERYTHING ON SAIE ! RAINCHECKS !

“We decided to take the matter 
into our own hands. We thought it 
was better if we took that initiative 
and exercise our control. We would 
rather keep that control than have 
it forced on us,” Johnson said.

The council also voted to com-

The decision — which AMS 
representatives say will curb 
vandalism and liquour abuse on 
campus — closed the pub (The Pit) 
and the liquour lounge (The Lethe) 
effective Oct. 20 and barred liqour . . .
from functions sponsored by clubs P6088*6 undergraduate societies 
and undergraduate societies in the , exPenses already committed to 
building. functions which will be hit by the

Tll„ .. . .. J dry up, but it will not pay pub
The council made the decision employees their full wage.

minUztrL11 1Ii3,uor ad‘ Employees will be paid for only
ministration branch of BC (LAB) half the time they are scheduled to
would revoke the Pit’s liqour work. The Pit will reopen Oct. 25 as 
permit unless students moved to a coffee house.

* SUGGESTED MANUFACTURERS VALUE

£ >,
8 5212 KING ST WEST NStore Hrs.: Daily 9:30 to 

9:00 p.m. Sat. to 6 p.m. a — $ «

r ! LORD
EritrHm.F at 86 SlMCOE ST SlMCOE

HOTEL366-9761 We have no association with any other retail store KING ST. W.
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York professors pool resources, 
strive to end parasitic diseases

Faculty of Education
University of Toronto

Stage One Application Forms are available beginning No
vember 1.1976, for the 1977-78 one-year B.Ed. degree program 
and Ontario Ministry of Education Teacher Certification.

Stage One Application Forms may be obtained from:

Admissions 
Faculty of Education 
University of Toronto 
371 Bloor Street West 
Toronto, Ontario M5S 2R7 
(416) 978-3213

OR from most Ontario University Placement Offices.

Stage One Application closes February 1,1977

Stage Two Applications will be sent to selected Stage One 
applicants. No admission decisions will be announced until 
after Februrary 1,1977.

neurosecretory cells, particularly available to Dr. Davey who is 
Dr. Kenneth G. Davey left McGill those involved with reproductive testing to discover why death oc- 

University, as Director of the cycles of various invertebrates. curs. By testing the hormone on 
Institute of Parasitology, in June Qne 0f the more interesting Nematodes, flatworms, snails and 
1974 to become Chairman of the subjects of this research is the °^ler Molluscs, Dr. Davey believes 
Department of Biology at York. He Tsetse fly. This insect, which t*iat neurosecretory cells are 
presently concerns himself with transmits a parasite that causes stimulated to produce hormones at 
administrative duties, his graduate sleeping sickness in man and ngana 016 wron6 time in the life cycle and 
students, his duties as Chairman of in domestic cattle, has rendered this causes death. Since all 
the Canadian Committee of large tracks of arable land in Africa organisms from Hydra to human 
University Biology Chairmen, uninhabitable. Dr. Davey has been have neurosecretory cells, there 
lobbying with government agencies studying Tsetse flies since they could be serious problems when 
in order to get more funds for became available as research using JH as an insecticide, 
university research, acting as a subjects in 1968. Their unusual 
consultant for international 
agencies concerned with Tsetsefly 
control and his own research

By JOANNE CIRILLO

lit
Si

Rrodnius Pndixus is a favorite 
reproductive cycle is of particular insect for research with Dr. Davey 
interest because the insect is group and constitutes over half the

projects. He will be teaching a Sfr"" (deposits ..ca, no. -J**. by j™*»

in lanuarv e ra e ysl° °gy The female fly nourishes one equivalent to the Tsetse fly. It is a 
Dr. Davey combines his labora- latra at a time on milk she K^^prMy feeds on 

tory facilities with other members produces Tte system is somewhat ^rds foitcan adapt‘tsdf easi y to 
nf thp Hpnarfmpnt to form a similar to the human one. The nine humans. The parasite transmitted 
group of 20 researchers-15 profes- days reQuired for the female to by Rhodnius is similar to sleeping 
sorsP three research associates complete the cycle and deposit a sickess. It produces Chagas’ 
(with the rank of assistant larva< which is considerably Disease and its symptoms are the 
professor but without a teaching heavier than itself, represents a same as those Darwin allegedly 
bad) four post-doctoral fellow! weak link in the life cycle that suf^ed after he visited South 
and eight students at the Ph.D. researchers are hoping to exploit. ^enca^ Research on Rhodnius is
or Masters level. By combining It has been discovered that the concerned with the hormonal 
individual grants awarded to secretion of a‘juvenile’hormone control of reproduction as it related 
the professors by the National (JH), controls whether the insect to neurosecretion and JH.
Research Council (NRC) and about remains a larva or becomes a Dr. Davey’s group also studies 
$400,000 (spread over five years) female. When this hormone is in- hormonal control in a Nematode 
supplied by the NRC Negotiated troduced artificially it can cause found inthe muscle of cod fish. 
Development Grant, funds for the the insect to die. Chemical com- gome Nematodes are parasitic to 
group amount to about $150,000 per panies are developing compound humans. Dr. Davey claims that

similar in structure to JH as in
secticide.
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York is about the only laboratory in 
the world which deals with 

One such insecticide has been Nematode hormones.

year.
Primarily, the researchers are 

concerned with the hormones of
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Vanier college held its 10th anniversary celebrations last weekend. Pictured above is York president H. Ian 
Macdonald joining in the fun at the Vanier college dinner.
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Cigarette
Tobacco
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■A Now that’s Southern Comfort.■h

Straight, on the rocks or 
mixed. That’s what puts 

Southern Comfort 
in a class by itself.
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For people who take the time 
to roll their own.
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Drum Cigarette Tobacco is a blend of 17 
different prime tobaccos from around the 
world. The result is a mild, slow burnin 
smoke with a uniquely different taste, 
the long strands make Drum Dutch Blend 
tobacco ideal for both hand and machine 
rolling. Ask for Drum Dutch Blend in the 
Blue pouch. Because when 
you take the time to roll your 
own, you deserve something 
different.
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74 ufls rich in heritage 

as a bluegrass banjo picker.
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The unique taste of Southern Comfort, =L enjoyed for over 125 years.
Send for a free Recipe Guide Southern Comfort Corporation. P O Box 775. Place Bonaventure. Montréal. Quebec H5A 1 El
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Stokely Carmichael at Stedman

Black revolutionary addresses wild meeting
By MICHAEL HOLLETT hear me, how can you say no? ” possessors of capital making as 

In one of the wildest meetings He then announced that the much profit as possible by any 
York University has ever seen, meeting would not be a lecture but a means possible”.
Black revolutionary, Stokely seminar." He swept into the Carmichael refused to accept 
Carmichael spoke Tuesday to an audience like an evangelist and some audience members’ belief 
audience of about 200 people on the demanded of one person, “Is York that society would never be equal, 
topic of pan-Africanism at Stedman University organized?" He said no. He said “There is nothing that man 
Lecture Hall D. Carmichael asked another, “How and woman cannot do”. He felt

After the meeting Carmichael do we organize?” and the seminar socialism was an historic
inevitability.

Carmichael said univeristies in

X ” f

smilingly said he didn’t like to was on. 
lecture, leave and let people forget
about his speech, but wanted rather his talk discussing how to organize capitalist countires are set up to 
to create a situation where his topic the revolutionary socialist make 
would be discussed for a long time movement. He quoted former capitalism. But, he said, they 
after. He did just that. president of Ghana, Kwame learn to fight capitalism in

The meeting was delayed 90 Nkurmah, and said, “Thought university. “When I read a book”, 
minutes as Carmichael was without action is empty. The pre - he said, “I’m reading it to get 
stopped by police for half an hour requisite of revolution is a clearer understanding of capital- 
while rushing to York from another organization”. ism so I can destroy it”. He Î
talk at Centennial College. Almost NEVER PEACE added that students should work to
no one in the audience left, perhaps Carmichael said political organize themselves and the
withaforebodingofthingstocome. education of “the people’’ was Pe°Ple- After the meeting he said s

Carmichael is a former member essential for organizing a stud60*8 can be the spark of the 
of the Student Non - violent revolutionary movement. He said revolution. §
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) the development of good leaders The meeting boded throughout =
as well as past honorary prime was also neCessary as well as a but il exploded when Carmichael $ Ml
minister of the Black Panther solid ideology began discussing the concept of o^B
Party. He is now a member of the He continually dealt directly with pan-Africanism. Carmichael ___________________
AU African People s Revolutionary the audience, running up and down beüeves Blacks, Africans should go Former ho prime minister of the Black Panther Party Stokely Car
Party 10 the ■— ■—- -——- Stokelv

capitalist system is to keep the pandemonium reigned as Car- someone else’s interests yet you are 
African ashamed of Africa and michael’s pan - Africanism was clinging to it. 
therefore ashamed of himself,” he defended and attacked. He rushed 
said.

“Africa is home for the Black.

Carmichael spent the first part of

students maintain
can

4-.: V

y

m-

Ia

NO MICROPHONE
Carmichael began the meeting Carmichael said that “under 

by shunning the microphone. He capitalism there will always be 
said, “Can you hear me at the inequality, there will never be 
back”? Someone said no and 
Carmichael laughed, “if you can’t

The meeting ran for three hours 
around the lecture hall defending before the chairperson pronounced 

„ . ... his policy. People stood on chairs it closed. But the crowd did not
Home is where your history, and screamed at each other trying disperse, 
culture and origin are. We are going to be heard above the din. At one 
back to build our continent, the 
richest on the face of the earth”.

peace.
Capitalism is based on the

The lecture hall was a sea of 
point, as Carmichael rushed across excited clusters of people 
the hall he picked up a baby, kissed discussing the issues raised at the 
her and then continued to make his meeting. Carmichael himself 
point. mobbed by those still wishing to

A speaker rose from the audience talk.
Africa will have the greatest and demanded from Carmichael Finally the crowd was led from 
possible impact on the world and what Africa had to do with Stedman to the Central Square 
thus make the liberation of other Trinidad, his country. He said bearpit where Carmichael and 
countnes, including smaller, Black people had died under about 50 people continued the 
Caribbean nations easier. He capitalism to build Trinidad and debate for another hour. He slowly 
believes it is better for a Black to didn’t understand why they should pulled out of the group to meet 
devote his or her energies towards leave it. another commitment off-campus,
an African revolution than for one, Carmichael challenged him but as Carmichael and his en- 
m a smaller, less important nation. saying, “Trinidad is a nation tourage left Central Square, the

For the rest of the meeting created against your interests, in discussion was still raging.

No to illiteracy test
AFRICAN LIBERATION was

TORONTO (CUP) — The student council at Scarborough college 
plans to fight a decision by the college council to institute compulsory 
English proficiency tests next year.

Those failing the test will have to take a half course in remedial 
English as part of the degree requirement.

“The whole attitude of the administration was that they weren’t 
willing to consider any alternative,” said student president Gary 
Sands.

“Their attitude was that they wanted this proposal and that was all 
there was to it.”

Carmichael believes a socialist

He criticized the proposal for being ‘ ‘a move toward a punitive sort of 
system.” Student council has proposed voluntary tests, the results of 
which would not go on record.

WESTERN CERAMIC 
SCULPTURE 1963-76AGSands also expressed concern over the program’s $35,000 price tag.

“They keep telling us what dire fianancial straits we’re in, but it 
doesn’t seem to slow them down, ” he said. Furthermore the decision 
was based on insufficient evidence. Sands charged.

“I’ve been asking to see some statistics on this alleged illiteracy but 
no one has shown me any evidence. ” from the collection of

DAVID GILHOOLYART GALLERY OF YORK UNIVERS
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Harbourfront
A

little ribbing 
can be 

a lot of fun.

CANADIAN FILMMAKERS 
DISTRIBUTION CENTRE
Thursday, October 28 
8:30 p.m., York Quay 

Journey One,
by Jeff Hemmings;

Pop Show,
by Fred Mogubgub;

SQUARE
DANCE

POETRY EVENING
Tuesday, November 2 
8:30 p.m., York Quay 

Guests: Wayne Clifford, au
thor of Eighteen, and Glass/ 
Passages; and Stuart 
MacKinnon, author of Sky- 
deck, and The Lost Sur
vivor.

Friday, 
October 29 
7:30 p.m.,
York Quay

Angus McKinnon and his 
Scots Canadians is the guest 
band this Friday. Instruction 
is provided for beginners.

Treefall,
by David Rimmer;

Fair Exchange, 
by John Gaug;

Being first,
by Ruth Hope;

fine If You Can Get It, 
by Peter Waldmann

SKI
CONDITIONING

CLASSES
ARMENIAN FESTIVAL
Saturday, October 30 11 
a.m. - midnight; Sunday, 
October 31, noon - 6 p.m. 
York Quay, 
e Crafts
e Armenian food
• Photo exhibit including 

portraits by Cavouk
• Disco dance, Saturday, 

at 8:30 p.m.

Tuesday, November 2 
& Thursday, 
November 4

Improve your fitness, strength 
and flexibility before the ski 
season begins. $8.00 for full 
session, $1.00 per class. Bring 
gym shoes and towel.

OPENING SING
Thursday, October 28 
8:30 p.m., York Quay

Amateur blues and folk musicians are 
invited to perform every Thursday. For 
details call Dave Stavert, 868-1056/ 
366-2527. Guests: Sam Larkin and 
Tom Lash.

J
JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED

Excita—the new ribbed prophylactic.
Also Fourex. Fiesta, Nu-Form, Ramses, Sheik. 

Sold only in pharmacies.
HARBOURFRONT 235 QUEEN'S QUAY WEST 

Just west of the foot of York Street - For details call 369-4951
(FREE PARKING)
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Everything secret degenerates; nothing is safe that does not show it can bear discussion and publicity
—Lord Acton
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Poster pulling 
and virgin beauty

We thought he was kidding.
At the beginning of the year, John Becker, Assistant Vice- 

President Student Affairs, announced that henceforth, Central 
Square and Ross building walls would be kept “free” from 
posters.

Nobody took him seriously. York’s bare walls are not exactly 
Vintage Van Gogh. Early American Dull would be more ac
curate. Even ugly posters are a welcome relief.

The very fact that Becker avoided discussion with both on- 
campus clubs (groups most affected by the legislation) and 
CYSF before making his decision had most people persuaded 
that his pronouncement was just an exercise in memo-writing.

Well, this week, from an unimpeachable witness, Excalibur 
received the following information. Systematically, with their 
usual meticulousness, obviously following very explicit in
structions, members of York’s cleaning staff were observed 
performing the invaluable task of removing posters from Cen
tral Square walls — all posters.

No longer will the York student be assaulted with information 
about Friday night movies. No longer will her/his freedom be 
infringed upon by being forced to know that Central Square 
Cafeteria is open till midnight, that Bob Stanfield, Stokely Car
michael, Stephen Lewis are to speak on campus. We can now 
freely stroll through the unhampered virgin beauty of the Ross 
building jungle, with nothing to hide it’s natural grey.

Putting up posters in the Central Square, Ross building area 
(by far the most frequented area of the university) is easily the 
least expensive and most effective way for on-campus 
organizations to publicize their activities and for the university 
community to find out about them. Without this, the work — 
especially of the low-budget student clubs — becomes im
measurably more difficult.

Student clubs are now being forced to buy ads in Excalibur to 
publicize their events. Although Excalibur isn’t exactly rich, we 
don’t enjoy accepting paid ads for organizations who usually 
live, financially, from hand to mouth.

Yet if Becker’s policy continues, more and more clubs will be 
forced to go to this unnecessary and costly exercise to get the 
publicity they and their activities need.

And quite apart from the annoyance and expense Becker’s 
dictum is causing, his disregard for democratic procedure is a 
slap in the face to every member of the York community.

This nonsense must end. CYSF at its last meeting went on the 
record as being opposed to Becker’s dictum.

Although a positive step, it is not in itself enough. As we go to 
press, the CYSF position is obviously being ignored, posters 
being removed now as they have been all year.

At it’s meeting tonight, the CYSF must move immediately to 
take action to see that Becker reverses his position. Sponsoring 
a meeting of all affected clubs and organizations to map out a 
plan of action would be a big step forward.

With or without CYSF, it is obvious that action against 
Becker’s bare-wall policy is in the air. After six weeks spent 
literally ‘banging their heads against the brick walls,’ the clubs 
are up in arms.
P.K.
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A York security guard eyes posters on Central Square window.
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Time is of the essence
For two months now, Barry Edson has been trifling months for a ruling and any 

student council president with York’s student tenants, appeal after that. With luck,
Since last May, the question of York tenants might know 
whether York rent increases where they stand by January, 
are legal, has been up in the if anything is to be done, it 
air. And it still is. should be done soon. Edson’s

— It was only three weeks ago rent referendum won’t ac- 
that Edson decided and finally complish as much as he 
mobilized the students to form thinks. Time should not be 
a bargaining committee to wasted on a pointless referen- 
negotiate with the university dum. Instead, work should be 
administration for con- done on serious negotiations 
cessions. And, as we hear it with the administration to en- 
from the administration’s sure students have an active 
side, this tenant bargaining part in future decisions of this 
committee has not yet nature. As well, work must 
darkened the administration’s begin immediately to see that

those entitled to rent rebates 
If any rent appeal is to be get them as soon as possible, 

made, it must first go through Students’ money cannot be 
the Ontario rent review office negotiated out of their 
for a ruling. And we all know pockets, 
how long these beauracratic. 
processes take. Brian 
Bucknall, a former member of 
the Rent Review Board tells 
us it will take at least three
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WHehes, black cals and pumpkins 'come into their awn' on Hallowe'en
By SHELLEY RABINOVITCH little cakes in the shape of a
Witches, black cats, goblins and human skull (soul cakes) are 

boogiemen are preparing baked, each with the name of a 
themsleves once again for dead relative on it.
October 31 - Hallowe’en. Even in Canada Hallowe’en
Similarly, mothers and fathers customs are different. Most of us 
are madly preparing bags of are acquainted with the Toronto 
candies and pennies for the pint- style of “trick or treat”, but few 
size assault. But what is the places in the world confine 
significance of October 31 ?

The history of All Hallows’ Eve, we do. “In rural Ontario,” points 
or Hallowe’en as we now think of out folklore professor Edith 
it, is shrouded in antiquity. We do Fowke, “children really did mean 
know that the Druids had a night trick or treat. If the person at the 
for the dead souls, as did the Celts, door did not give the child a treat, 
but the rites are long lost to they would pull a trick on the 
modern man.

Today, Hallowe’en manifests the back house over, or soaping up 
itself differently in various the windows of the house.” 
communities. In Mexico the In the Maritimes, different 
‘night of the dead’ is a larger tricks are used. For instance, in 
celebration than Christmas, some places where cabbages are 
where all the members of the town a common crop, Hallowe’en is 
have a mummer’s procession known as “cabbage night”, as the 
(costumed and masked actors) in children will leave cabbage 
the main thoroughfare. Relatives stumps in the hall of anyone who 
go to the cemetery in order to lay does not give them candy, 
new flowers on graves and At one time the residents of 
generally tidy up the plots, while maritime towns would go

“souling” from house to house, 
knocking at the doors of their 
neighbours and asking for “Soul 
cakes’. It was a challenge for the 
master of the house to guess who 
his costumed visitors were, and 
whether or not the guests stayed 
to eat their soul cakes was a 
matter of town tradition.

“All Hallows’ Eve was 
originally thought of as the time 
when the souls of the dead would 
rise from the grave”, says Fowke. 
“Soul cakes were used to sym
bolize the feeding and pacifying of 
the dead spirits.”

m.

Hallowe’en to their youngsters as l I

^ ;
Another tradition is the eating certain, except that it seems to which is why black cats, goblins

of kulchinon, a mixture of cab- make an eerier form of jack-o- and other creatures of folk-
bage, potatoes and turnips which lantern than a squash or gourd. In mythology ‘come into their own’
has a penny in it for wealth, a cosmopolitan areas, carved on Hallowe’en,
button for being an old maid, a pumpkins seem to have replaced 
ring symbolizing marriage, and a the soul cake as a symbol of the 
match for poverty. Usedasa form dead soul’s skull, 
of divining, kulchinon is as 
common to the Maritime familiars of witches, are as at are still the same warnings this
Hallowe’en party as bobbing for home at Hallowe’en as ghosts, it year as for any other Hallows’

seems. The 31st of October is used Eve - drive with an eye out for the 
The pumpkin’s symbolism in by witches as a special day with little people, and check the treats 

relation to Hallowe’en is un- rituals commencing at sundown, they receive.

house. Usual pranks were pushing

So, what Hallowe’en is to us in 
Toronto is not necessarily what it 

seen as the is in other places. However thereBlack cats

apples is for us.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, c/o Excalibur, room 111 
Central Square. They must be double-spaced, typed and limited to 250 
words. Excalibur reserves the right to edit for length and grammar. 
Name and address must be included for legal purposes but the name 
will be withheld upon request. Deadline: Mon. 4 p.m.

Letters To The Editor

Reader says Edson creates 'cloud of misinformation'
After having read the latest issue cessions,” said Edson. singularly considerate and fair in have been the duty of the layout patch at my expense for his own

of Excalibur, I am convinced that Excalibur, October 21,1976. dealing with student interests, personnel and the people in charge benefit,
resident students at York and, It would appear that Edson’s Resident students will agree that of proof-reading to change this 
indeed, the York population as a reasons for setting up a bargaining perhaps the best example is the mistake.
whole, are being very poorly in- committee are not at all to seek vast improvement in food services The merit of the letter itself is not -------------------------------------
formed regarding all the issues justification of the rent increase but since the bad old V ersafood days. of the highest rank. When a letter of . . ,,
involved in the controversy over the more for his own political reasons. If my understanding of the legal five or six hundred words has some |\|Q Qrpn|T
rent increases. In four subsequent As I see it, far from performing its situation is correct, Edson is of its most important sections ■
issues of Excalibur I have been ostensible purpose, the bargaining threatening the university with a excised to reduce it to three hun- r
subjected to a rehashing of Barry committee will be manipulated by legal action on the basis of what dred words, literary value suffers. fOl COUfSG
Edson’s stand in the case with Edson as a political fulcrum for the amounts to an administrative When that letter is submitted to the
barely a paragraph presenting the purpose of extracting concessions blunder. He has misrepresented unintelligent hands of the

from the administration that are this blunder as “arrogant and high- Excalibur staff who reduce it to two

Bryan D. Moir 
Stong College

administration’s position. I am writing to complain about a
If not for the facts that I am a wholly unrelated to the rent handed” behaviour when the truth hundred and fifty words, it is not half course that I have been taking

resident of MacLaughlin College dispute. Such a course of action of the matter is that the Rent surprising if the result is unim- down at the University of Toronto,
and that McLaughlin College may well advance Edson’s political Review Board was about to ap- pressive. which will not be accepted by the
Student Council took the trouble to fortunes; however, it will also prove a rent increase of 19.5 per Please, don’t do to anyone else Psychology Department at York,
"id^T^ ^College create anuni nece ssary threat to cent for York when rumoursrf^BiU what you have done to me. because supposedly, as expressed
would have most probably “fo^d administStio^andThe student Arm^w^thatLowSe and _______________ Edmund Thomas byDr. HenbegL thesubject

myself floating in this cloud of mis- body. notwithstanding the fact that rents no credibilitv
information which Edson has Christina Bogucki. had not been increased at York over RritA/n thrv Paransvrhnlnov ™niH h«
created around this issue. McUrnghltuCItege. three,eareofdoubledigitintiaUou,. UOW11 106 J3
beUeve’that^the’admîni'straUon 03^60 D3th 7r=° It'S
should ha,e equally ,a souud , ^611116 oui,13.5perceut.Uudertheclr- 9“'^" PQU ' ÏÏÎSÏÏSÈJSSÏÏlÆSSlSgÏ2case against Edson as he appears to ^ cumstances I think that 13.5 per ---------------------------------------------------- h n u 1 a
have against them, yet we have not CvSmAnlAnA cent was eminently reasonable. This letter concerns itself with SJr7wn T
been fully informed, if at aU, of the ICUJICI1 IO I would like to pubUcly register the latest crusade by Barry Edson Eisenberg M.D., who is also head
administration’s stand. Edson has T ; h t t H i nninte my objection to Edson’s behaviour against the increase in residence tne iluu programme at York,
managed to babble on about the whiSf!D5LSSto the^rücTbv over the past few weeks. If he fees by the university. It is not the Df‘ Herzberg claimed that the 
issue but has not made it quite clear f“pODUiation and persists in his abrasive, deman- legal arguments that I wish to w*}ole field of Parapsychology
what his intentions are. He has birthrates snark fertile discussion din8> threatening manner in comment on, but the narrow view ofjfefs no credibility in any way
stated on several occasions that he atqtnno” rwnherm dealing with the administration, he and approach Edson is using in whatsoever. Talking to a Dr. Ian
wishes to set up a bargaining The survey which I mentioned in will jeopardize the good relations presenting his side of the case. As Howard at the Behavioral Sciences
committee comprised of himself, the discussion with the visitine which I have seen between students with any legal dispute there are Building in the summer concerning
one representative from each dernoeranhers and nlanners from and administration at York over always two arguable views, the same subject, I received a
college council, each residence prance concerns the general the past six years, and would like to Nevertheless, Edson has presented reaction from him more as though I
council, and YUTA. While it is true matter of fertility in Canada The see continue for many years to his view as being not only airtight, had mentioned that I had the
that such a committee was indeed is beine^esiened at the come. but the only one as well. He has plague. The feeling I have gotten is
set up with the mandate to set topics present time and has not been Maggy Laws come across as being self-righteous that of a prejudice towards the sub-
m,rni«^tCi^Siitn,hmdHh hJnoinM funded to date-1 made » clear in my _______________________________ in his convictions wishing to ap- ject, an absolute disagreement
ministration, it should be pointed presentation that I was discussing ^ .. pear, no doubt, as the champion of with the whole concept itself.
out that justification of the rent Jians, rather than a study which is COPICPOt Oil Of thestudents- I should note that Psychology has
!üurenSe’ tfe/hSUf 3t hard’ a8S presently being conducted. As the ^V IVV|J »VI I VI Edson is trying to accomplish this come into use for the most part in 
!„cLn ^ plans call for inquiry into practices by threatening the university with a the last hundred years or so. But

“At fl joint mooting of sovorni of family limitation and planning, VUl 111 dUv/UllUl 1 lawsuit if it does not comply with his called “science of the mind”, but
student ronnriu TnosHav night a attention will be directed to as wide ---------------------------------------------------- demand that it financially reim- man’s history has spanned
bargaining committee was set un to a variety of contraceptive practices . ,... . burse residence students for the thousands of years in such fields as
seek concessions* from the ad- ^ are current hi Caradian society le{£ «Sdïîïïbîrtiîî wS 11 !}as supposedly taken religion physics and mysticism. To
ministration in lieu of fines or «would be unbalanced to single out ^nted to vour èditton of from them• admonish the interrelationship of
demands for rent rghntgs ” any one type of practice, e.g. "tea ln. y°ur coition ot However in the same breath these in a matter of a hundred years

Excalibur October 15 1976 abortion, from the total context of October 7, you misprinted the word says he is willing to forgive an interesting penomenon that
Æ53SS JLdS}*2E ^XTpîo,»gSIÙ^ should not be taken lightly.,

mandate to set the topics for C. Michael Lanphier begins at conception. The dif- grant several concessions to the I am not saying that Psycholgy
discussion with the administration Associate Professor of ference between the two words various student councils and the should be scrapped, or that casual
(among them justification of the Sociology need not be explained. CYSF in areas totally unrelated to relationships do not exist. What I
rent increase) and then following---------------------------------------------------- This stupid mistake, admittedly the rent review issue.
discussion to report back to a A Hminicf ro+irtn disc°vered a“er the fact, has It is at this point that I begin to 
meeting of all councils for rVJl I III IIOll ClUUl I caused me great embarassment. question the motives behind
ratification or rejection of the Its effect is worse than slander or Edson’s actions. Is he trying to
tentative agreement with the Iq f q jr* libel. It has already exposed me to squeeze as much mileage and t*iese twentieth century thinkers
university.” IO I all ridicule. A certain professor of public attention as possible from would have destroyed once and for

Open letter from Barry Edson.   English read it to his class as a this for his own political gain7 It is a all concepts such as God, rein-
Octoberl9,1976. I should like to address a few glaring example of ignorance of the well known fact that Edson is as carnation, extra - sensory per-

“The poll, If implemented, will remarks to the rent review issue. English language. I would be active off campus as he is on ception, or any other forms of
also ask tenants whether they wish As a student who first came to York ashamed if anyone I knew thought campus when it comes to political spirituality,
the bargaining committee to in 1970, it has been my observation me capable of writing like that. affairs.
begin negotiations with the over the intervening years that the If, by a slip of the pen, I had This being the case, I for one do Parapsychological field prove 
York administration for con- university administration is written contraception, it would still not want to be lead down the garden them right.

am saying is that one cannot 
necessarily perceive everything in 
our so called normal state of 
reality, because if we could have,

May the people involved in the

Jamie Roher



Viewpoint-----------------------------------------------
Is Carter's thousand watt smile for real?
8 Excalibur, October 28,1976

leadership, improve the defence 
structure, and to eliminate 
government wastage while at the 
same time introducing numerous 
government programs. And 
originally he promised to do it all in 
his first term! He hasn’t said that 
lately. Wonder why.

If the story of the election cam
paign could be sung to a tune, it 
would be to Dionne Warwick’s hit, 
‘Promises,Promises’.Yet this is no 
different than any previous election 
campaign. Why should we be fooled 
now? Remember 1964? Probably 
not. Anyway, in the presidential 
election of 1964, Lyndon Johnson 
campaigned on the theme of ‘peace 
for America’. He repeatedly stated 
that no American boy’s blood would 
ever fall in Southeast Asia. That 
was 50,000 deaths ago. It seems that 
during the day he was campaigning 
for peace, but at night was planning 
with Pentagon officials on a 
bombing strategy for North 
Vietnam. The Pentagon Papers, 
disclosed five years ago by Daniel 
Ellsberg, indicate that the United 
States deliberately got involved in 
the war, primarily for economic 
reasons. Barry Goldwater, the 
Republican candidate for president 
in 1964, campaigned for massive 
military intervention in Vietnam, 
and was soundly criticized by 
Johnson for this approach. 
Apparently Goldwater knew that 
Johnson was playing Dr. Jeckyll 
and Mr. Hyde with the American 
people, but for national security 
reasons refused to disclose John
son’s deception.

And who can forget 1968? Richard 
Nixon vs. Hubert Humphrey. The 
“new” Nixon campaigned on a 
platform of reducing inflation and 
unemployment, opening up the 
government to the people, restoring 
trust in the White House, reducing 
crime in the streeets, getting out of 
Vietnam, balancing the budget, 
reorganizing government . . . 
sound familiar? On the Sunday 
before election day in 1968, Nixon 
appeared on a TV show where he 
promised that every Sunday there 
would be an open line talk show to 
the White House, so the people 
could ask questions and feel in
volved in the political system. The 
people believed Nixon. He seemed 
sincere. Politicians will do 
anything to get votes. Of course, 
under Tricky Dicky, inflation rose 
about 400 per cent (from 3 to 12 per 
cent), unemployment increased, 
the budget deficit ballooned, 
government grew and became 
more unmanageable, trust in the 
White House (well, I won’t even get 
in to that), and crime flourished — 
although some would contend that 
he brought it off the streets and in to 
the White House.

The people uttering the promises

may change from year to year, but 
the script remains essentially the 
same. The name of the game is 
power, and both men want it. Once 
in office they forget their promises 
like a bad hangover, and continue to 
kick the electorate in the face. Our 
problems seem to proliferate 
whether we have a “liberal” 
president or a “conservative” one. 
The fact remains that no man, once 
in power still stand up for his 
principles. Even those out of power 
will blatently compromise for 
political gain. Remember this past 
summer when ultra conservative 
Ronnie Reagan chose ultra liberal 
Richard Schweiker as his potential 
running mate? Nixon represents 
someone who switched positions as 
quickly as the wind changes 
direction. He promised that he 
would never institute wage and 
price controls. He brought them in. 
He promised never to enter 
Cambodia. He did. He promised to 
balance the budget. He didn’t. The 
list goes on.

So, here are the American people 
faced with a dilemma. Is Jimmy 
Carter just another Richard Nixon? 
Perhaps below that Kennedyesque 
smile lurks a cold, ambitious, 
ruthless man. They have known 
him less than a year, yet on the 
basis of stereotyped, plastic 
rhetoric and forced smiles, they 
may allow him to lead the country, 
and thus the free world. Just watch 
his eyes sometime when he is “off 
guard”. They pierce, shift and dart, 
always looking one step ahead. If 

Carter is complex, then Jerry Ford 
is simple. He is not an intellect, or 
for that matter a leader. Maybe his 
saving grace is that he is too dumb 
to be devious.

Will the voters decide to take a 
chance on the smile, or will they opt 
to stay bored with Ford? I just don’t 
know. Does it really matter? Can 
you blame the electorate if they 
plug their noses, and run off to the 
nearest bar on election day?

We in Canada may shake our 
heads at the lack of leadership 
across the border, but let us not 
become too smug, for does the same 
situation exist here? Think about it.

bliss. Take for example good, old be? Well, two out of four isn’t bad.ByDANANDREAE
The U.S. presidential election is honest Jerry Ford. Yes, the same Carter received an engineering

only a few days away. Go ahead and Jerry Ford who served on the degree from Georgia Tech before
yawn. You have every right to. This controversial Warren Commission going to Annapolis Navel Academy, 
campaign has been one of the investigating the Kennedy Then he went to Union College in 
dullest, dirtiest, disorganized and assasination. The man even wrote a Schnectady, New York for one 
mistake prone contests in recent book defending the questionable semester in nuclear engineering, 
years Neither candidate has commission findings. Yup, the Hence he calls himself a nuclear 
generated much interest, as is same Jerry Ford, who in 1971, physicist. Way to stretch the truth
reflected in the unusually high played into the hands of John James. I’ve taken half courses in
number of undecided voters. I Ehrlichman and Bob Haldeman psychology, political science, 
wouldn’t blame the electorate at all and led the unsuccessful drive to economics and history, 
if they decided to stay in bed on impeach Supreme Court Justice Thus I’m a psychologist, political 
November 2, for there is no real William O. Douglas. The grounds scientist, economist and historian, 
choice. The strongest nation in the for impeachment — Douglas was Not bad, eh? And Jimmy, weren’t 
world, two hundred million strong, too liberal. You guessed it. The you good friends at one time with 
and all they can come up with is a same Jerry Ford who, when being Lestor Maddox, your Lieutenant 
former congressman of confirmed by the Senate for the vice Governor in Georgia. Maddox, the 
questionable intellect, and a peanut presidency in 1973, stated that he outspoken conservative who makes 
farmer from the deep south. Both would not pardon Richard Nixon. Archie Bunker look like a pinko? 
the public and the press tend to get And finally, the same guy, who on Actually, Carter and Maddox had a 
caught up in the superficialities of assuming the presidency, said he big fight, a parting of the ways, and 
the campaign. Is Jimmy Carter’s would only serve the remainder of now Maddox is the Independent 
thousand watt smile for real? Is the Nixon term. Party’s candidate for the
Gerald Ford really a klutz? They Justa second Jimmy. Don’t smile presidency (the same party that
should be digging deeper to too quickly. You may be intelligent, George Wallace led in 1968). He 
discover the real man. On second but are you really the peanut famer may not get many votes, but if you 
thought, maybe they had better not. businessman, scientist and nuclear believe even one half of what he 

Ignorance, in this case, may be physicist you so ardently profess to says about Carter and his record as
Governor of Georgia, you wouldn’t 
touch J immy with a ten foot pole.

Even if you are willing to 
overlook their dubious pasts, which 
candidate are you to believe on the 
issues? Both Carter and Ford have 
flip flopped, evaded and distorted. 
Carter has changed positions so 
many times, you need a score card 
to keep track. Ford isn’t much 
better. Carter promises everything 
except to improve the quality of 
sex. He promises to reduce 
unemployment and inflation, 
revamp the tax structure, balance 
the budget, restore integrity to 
government, to give moral
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On Campus Events for On Campus should be sent to 
the Communications Department, S802 
Ross. Deadline is Monday, 12 noon.

SPECIAL LECTURES
Today, 12 noon — D.O.T.S. — York Professor, Dr. 

Bakan, will speak about “On Grades” — refreshments 
served—148, BSB.

12 noon — Guest Speaker (York Preventive Medicine 
Society) “How Can We Protect Our Rights? How to Say 
No” with Dennis Russell, Mathematics Department — a 
discussion on non-smoker’s rights—2128, Ross.

2 p.m. — Guest Speaker (Glendon Canadian Studies 
Section) Robert Stanfield, former leader of the 
Progressive Conservative Party, will give his reflections 
on Canada’s present and future—204, York Hall, Glendon.

4 p.m.—Distinguished Speakers in the Social Science 
Seminar Series — “The Public Interest and the Indian 
Interest in the Canadian North” with Professor Mel 
Watkins, University of Toronto — Faculty Lounge (S872), 
Ross.

5:30 p.m. — Guest Speaker (Biological Society)
‘ ‘Algonquin — A Study in Political Biology” with Professor 
Brian Cragg, President of the Algonquin Wild Lands 
League — talk followed by discussion; cash bar — Senior 
Common Room, McLaughlin.

7:30 p.m.—Heroes & Beer (Bethune) first in a series of 
public discussions held once or twice a month on issues of 
international importance — tonight’s discussion is on 
‘‘China After Mao”—Junior Common Room, Bethune.

7:30 p.m. -10:30 p.m. — Innovative Approaches to the 
Helping Relationship (CEE) “Bio-Feedback” withUmesh 
Kothare — general admission $6; $4 for students — 107 
Stedman.

Monday, 10 a.m. — Guest Speaker (Glendon Political 
Science Course Union) “Modem Commonwealth” with 
Mr. E. Anyaouku, Assistant Secretary-General of the 
Commonwealth in the Commonwealth Secretariat 
(London, England) — Senate Board Room, York Hall 
Glendon.

4 p.m. — Panel Discussion (Psychology) “Graduate 
Study in Psychology” with John Ogilvie, Graduate 
Program in Psychology, University of Toronto, Bruce 
Quarrington and Phil Schoggen, both of York’s Graduate 
Program in Psychology—D, Curtis.

4:30 p.m. — Biology Research Seminar — 
“Paleolimnology” by Dr. S.R. Brown, Queen’s University 
—320, Farquharson.

Tuesday, 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. — D.O.T.S. Workshop - 
Jack Canfield, founder of the New England Centre for 
Humanistic and Transpersonal Education, will lead this 
one-day workshop on “Effective Teaching in Small Groups 
Through Confluent Education” — Faculty Lounge (S872), 
Ross.

4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. — Stong Writing Workshop Series — 
“On Style” deals with the choice of words, sentences and 
structure—Stong College Theatre (112).

Wednesday, 12 noon — Guest Speaker (York 
Preventive Medicine Society) “Schizophrenia: Treat
ments that Work” with I.J. Kahan, co-author of the first 
paper describing the successful treament of schizophrenia 
by using megavitamin therapy — admission 25 cents—A 
Stedman.

7:30 p.m. — Poetry Reading (English) Jeny Couzyn 
with her own poems—Senior Common Room, Winters.

7:45 p.m. — Woman: The Past, Lecture Series (Arts, 
York Colleges) “Women in the Renaissance” with 
Professor Gwenda Echard, French Literature and 
Humanities—Vanier Dining Room.

8:30 p.m. — Apres Heures Disco (Jewish Student 
Federation) — admission $1.00—Vanier Dining Hall
sJSSSJSSJPi SS.1*Danclng (Jewtah

8:30 p.m. — Bethune Movies — see Saturday at 8-30 
p.m.

Monday, 8:30 p.m. — Play (Glendon Dramatic Arts 
Program) “Creeps”, a Canadian play about cerebral palsy 
victims - admission $3.00—New Dining Hall, Glendon.

Tuesday, 3:15 p.m. — Film (Humanities-Social 
Science GL391.3) “On n’engraisse pas les cochons a l’eau 
claire ’ (Jean-Pierre Lefebure, 1973) — 129, York Hall 
Glendon.

8:30 p.m.—Play—see Monday listing.
11mLWednesday’ 3:15 P-m- — Films (Humanities GL373)

The Champion” (1915), ‘‘The Tramp” (1915), “The 
Vagabond” (1916), “The Immigrant” (1917) — 129 York 
Hall, Glendon.

4 p.m. - 6 p.m. — Wednesday Afternoon Series — a 
concert of contemporary music by the York New Music 
Cooperative—F, Curtis.

7:30 p.m. - Concert (Music) of South Indian Music 
with M.L. Vasankhakumari (vocal), A. Kanyakumari 
(violin) and Karaikudi Krishnamurki (mrdangam) — 
admission $1.50—Junior Common Room, McLaughlin.

8:30 p.m.—Play—see Monday’s listing.
CLUBS, MEETINGS

Today, 2 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.—Winters Chess Club—030A, 
Winters.

3 p.m. York Student Liberal Meeting — to discuss 
upcoming events, policies, election—H, Curtis.

4:30 p.m. — Monthly Meeting of the Senate — Senate 
Chamber (S915), Ross.

6:30 p.m. — Women’s Consciousness Raising Group 
(Women’s Workshop) organizational meeting for further 
information call local -2519—102, BSB.

Friday, 2 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. — Winters Chess Club -030A 
Winters.
,, 3 P;m- — Preparatory Lecture — on Transcendental 
Meditation—107, Stedman.

Monday, 1 p.m. — Aikido Class — Judo Room, Tait 
McKenzie (also Wednesday, same time, place).

7:30 p.m.—York Bridge Club—Vanier Dining Hall
Tuesday, 3 p.m. - 5 p.m. - Eckankar - general 

meeting—S122, Ross.
6 p.m.—Gay Alliance at York—227, Bethune.
Wednesday, 12 noon, 1 p.m. - Intermediate Yoga 

Class—Atkinson Common Room.
1 p.m. - 2 p.m. — York Christian Women’s Fellowship 

— Religious Centre.

FILMS, ENTERTAINMENT
Today, 12 noon—Video-Lunch (Calumet, Fine Arts Co-

CUfor0™ 9ommittee) tapes by Don Druick will be shown 
— 123A, Atkinson.

1:15 p.m. - Film (History GL255) “A Man for all 
Seasons” - 204, York Hall, Glendon.

7 p.m. — Dance Workshop I (Dance) dances and 
works-in-progress by students; discussion and refresh
ments to follow performance—Studio HI, Fine Arts.

7:30 p.m. — Student Films (Film) “La Nouvelle 
Vendeuse” by Mario Bolduc (winner of the 7th Canadian 
Student Film Festival 1976, top award for Overall Winning 
FUm), “Sonauto” by John Bertram (Winner of Canadian 
National Exhibition Festival 1976, Famous Players Award 
for Best Film, Experimental Category), “Nostradamus” 
by Tun Eaton, Steve Dowell and Rene O’Hashi, “Citizen 
Dull (by Robert Kennedy), “Chrysalis” by James Orr- 
L, Curtis.

7:30 p.m. — Films (John White Society) “Amarcord” 
and Straw Dogs” — admission for both films $1.75- ad
mission to second film only $1.00—Moot Court, Osgoode.

Friday, 7:30 p.m. — Winters Movies — “Mahogany” 
and Lady Sings the Blues” - admission $1.50 - free 
sound track albums (courtesy of “Just for the Record” and 
Winters Films)—I, Curtis.
_ J?1:30„p m- ~ Bethune Movies — Mel Brooks’ “Blazing 
Saddles — admission $1.50—L, Curtis. 6

Saturday, 7:30 p.m. — Winters Movies 
7:30 p.m. — see Friday at

„„ 8 P-m-,7 Ifrfeli Film (Fewish Student Federation) 
Kazablan (Yehoram Gaon) — admission $1.00 — B 

Curtis. ’
8:30 p.m. — Bethune Movies — Roman Planski’s “The 

Tenant — admission $1.50—L, Curtis.

Lusty lechers often lecturers
EXCAUBUR 

STAFF MEETING

TODAY 
ATS PM

MONTREAL (CUP) — The man and the rapist other than that to get rid of rape 
stereotype of the rapist as “some the rapist finds it easier to express P^‘
maniac lurking in the alley” was anger. “There once was a time when
debunked by authors Kathleen .. American women were helping to
Thompson and Andrea Madea at . 1 hompson said the basic feminist build the frontier. There once was 
Canada’s first rape symposium at thasis oa raPe is that it is a natural an image of the attractive 
McGill University October 15-17. outgrowth of sexual roles in society, American woman that was dif- 

A more accurate scenario, they rather than an isolated deviant act. ferent from the one that now exists, 
said, would be, “A young woman She said rapists “do not see these She was strong. She was in
student at a midpwestern women as being like themselves dependent. She was capable, 
university is raped at t2 o’clock in like their buddies. They see them as -Nn ,,
the afternoon in an empty office objects. You can’t humiliate an dreamed of nutthL h3VC 
building by a married lecturer of object. You can’t crush the spirit of ZJri Kathenneabout 30.” an object, you can only use it ” Hepburn or Greta Garbo in a movie

[^^SXffXEtS
said they were raped by someone 8 0
they knew.

“It wasn’t a sexual crime ... it 
didn’t happen when the man was 
overcome with passion. His mood 
was usually described as calm, 
hostile or righteous. Not 
described a man who 
come by lust,” the authors said.

They pointed out that 
psychiatrists have found no real 
difference between the average
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A weekend of jsoul-searchina’

Journalists retreat to York for self-appraisal
By ANNA VAITIEKUNAS “Papers,” he said, “pay at-
“A newspaper or magazine tention to facts, the weather, 

is not the place to go see and accidents but care little 
people actually earning a for ideas or work at univer- 
living, though journalists like sities. “Newspapers should 
to pretend they never stop offer always opinions and take 
sweating over a hot a stand on issues. He said that 
typewriter. It is much more though it is important for the 
like a brothel - short rushed written press to be analytical 
bouts of really rather en- it must first establish its 
joyable activity interspersed reporters as journalists before 
with long lazy stretches of they can embark 
gossip, boasting, flirtation, ‘analytical’ journalism, 
drinking, telephoning, “A journalist must obtain the
strolling about the corridors, newspaper experience and 
sitting on the corners of desks, show that he can report the 
planning to start everything daily news accurately and 
tomorrow. Each of the in- fairly. It is very fashionable 
mates has a little specialty to for young journalists to want 
please the customers, the to cover the legislative beat, 
highest ones perform only by he said, 
appointment, the poorest take Ryan’s comments were 
on everything and anybody, however interrupted momen- - 
The editors are like madams - tarily when loan Davies, 1 
soothing, flattering, master of Bethune college,’ f_ 
disciplining their naughty, (suffering the effects of Ab- fw 
temperamental staff but sinthe alchohol.) tumbled 3r f‘2, J 
rarely obliged to satisfy their head over heel over a couch >
clients personally between the and sat on the panel table to ° 1 lav _________ __
printed sheets.” discuss the ‘fundamental dif- An average of 30 professors, journalists and students

— Alan Brien, drama critic ference between English and Symposium,
of the London Daily French Canadian papers’.

Telegraph, 1967.
The above remarks 

presented at the ’72 Media
conference in Ottawa by Gerry Haslam, editor of the 
Harry Boyle current chair- Winnipeg Tribune spoke in a 
rnan of the Canadian Radio later panel discussion on in- 
and Television commission, ternational reporting (though 
Boyle s presentation dismayed he admitted he’d never 
his audience of journalists covered international news 
because he questioned the himself ). He warned the 
capability of the media to cope audience that the isolation of a 
with new technology. Canadian presence in foreign

Last weekend, a dozen jour- newspapers and foreign news 
nahsts and newspaper editors in Canada is causing ‘us to 
left their brothels for a three exist out of the mainstream of 
day retreat into the academic the world.’ He attributed this 
conclaves of Winters college to isolationism to the lack of ex- 
discuss exactly the same pertise in the newsroom and 
issue Boyle had questioned: the selecting process for
mc&mp/ess tfcSLta. Thl PuWishing i”te™>ti»"al 

panelists, including such 
media luminaries as Claude 
Ryan, Norman Webster and 
Gerry Haslam, were to do a 
little soul-searching and
breast-beating and other “No one on my paper,” he 
hyphenated activities over the said, “can proclaim to have an
roles and responsibilites of the area of concentrated claves and say it’s too bad 
Canadian press. At times, knowledge in foreign affairs. ,a^oat international report- 
however, the attempt at self- “Often the correspondant, !"g ” stewart then suggested 
appraisal was dismally lost because he is so close to the *ba* Canada establish a print 
when several discussion event, can’t even tell what the *be CBC to get ‘out
periods turned into self- significance is of the story.” t‘us ba8 aU together.’ Norm 
righteous back-patting ce- Hp ihot n Webster of the Globe and Mail,
remonies and feuding between nanprs rplv th?p Canadlan another panelist, rejected the m 
Toronto Star and Globe and a ^ • e. ^ heavily on idea that the three major news- '%
Mail journalists.nt* ^ obe Amencanwire services which paper chains in Canada, \

The scene, Winter’s College naoeîf nor “wHIp Srom13" Southam’ Thompson, and FP 
junior Common room un- Canadian DOint of vfew* 3 Publlcatl°ns couldn’t give 
fortunately did not do the con- 3 Pomtofvlew- their papers more foreign
ference justice. Bustling beer . “î w0ldd hke to be op- news coverage if they pooled 
noises from the Absinthe tbnistic but I can’t, he quip- their resources together, 
coffee shop and faulty record- Ped- ^ we insist on living in a
ing equipment blemished the vacuum then we will be in Senator Keith Davey closed i 
whole event somewhat. deep, deep trouble.” To which the conference by saying that

Claude Ryan, editor of the Walter Stewart, foreign the “media pays too little at- 
Mçntreal daily Le Devior correspondent for MacLeans tention to its own abuse than 
critisized newspapers for magazine responded, “well, other institutions like the 
being too ‘anti-idea ’. it’s fine to meet in these con- medical or legal institutions.”
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Senator Keith Davey pondering the future of the Canadian press.
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EACALIBUR WT1RH1W
With Allan Sparrow on municipal reform

Allan Sparrow, currently city alderman in their wife and kids and dogs are In a number ' ,

people to control their own neighbourhoods them or put enough pressure on them and

mmssat
philosophy through his efforts in the with their family. Once they get down here 
Movement for Municipal Reform. Alderman they get involved in the wheeling and dealing 
Sparrow was interviewed at City Hall. of this giant game of monopoly that’s gotog

on down here. At least in the city you have to
By JAMES BRENNAN Ses™^campaign and can get elected on :

EXCALIBUR: How would you charac
terize the different political factions within EXCALIBUR: Given these mnHiHnn, I || tf v
metro council at present? h..dldU.eR.foJ3cSr™l,S;d,'1,,,!' — | If •

SPARROW: On metro council the situation SPARROW: One of the thinos that a I
is even more grun than it is on city council, number of us have been concerned about for MW. K
There are only three or four solid reformers years is the fact that, up until very recently •fX. 
out of the thirty-odd members of metro you can get elected without being ac- 
council, basically Heap, Goldrick, Sewell countable to anybody. I guess that John
tTcaUv 27ton4 2?tnV4teihnfw cîlar.act®ris- SeweU isthe classic example of someone who * *
LttürnV M f3 4’ that,klnd of voting worked very hard organizing Ward 7, trying
pattern. So Metro s in really bad shape, to reflect the values of the people he worked
Tvfmmlr °nt°r t^,oth®1'Pe0Ple like Joyce With to organize the ward. That was perhaps 
Trimmer , who will tend to vote in a more the first major organizing effort that had 
progressive way occasionally but it’s ex- taken place at a municipal level way back in 
tremely rare. Most of them are intimidated 1968 and 1969.
mJÏ? nmd 0f,p0îver broking that goes on in At Present Ward 6 is the most organized 
™£\Coimcil where most of the deals are ward. Both (Dan) Heap and I are committed 
made behind the scenes, and people just turn to working in that kind of milieu. We’re part 
up to vote. Sewell, Heap and those people are of an evolving process, trying to get a wav
quite a nuisance because they don’t operate from the personality politics of it For ex- D I .. . .

ÇÆiS2arJSiïïa&“d PSxaSSSS Borou9h politicians are elected 
«Con an appeal based on personality
people in Scarborough that he was pro-public which outlives the politician '

S tSnrSSr™0:? and how many ivory teeth they have
if you vote for ours we’U vote for yQiu-s. 5° more truncated time frame. In Ward 9 a OHO HOW QOOQ lOOkinH \À/Ï-fo
they came along to Council to line up their community process has been initiated IVVMMy mGIT WITe
hands, e ven though the reform people in though again rather late, but the result is that
thaMh hH0U^ analysist0indicate they have a team of candidates who are HHci k nrtrl rlnnc
that the debt-load for the extensions and the running with perhaps more broadly based '“** *-* MQS QilQ QOQS

HStS 31-6 ^r^^y goblg to backing than anyone has had in that ward ^
thflt fhp fflirtV6ry TTCfare nextyear’and before. It’s still not adequate but it’s on its SPARROW: They can’t run them thev
Innllïf facilities are going to be grossly way. do such a terrible job on a national scalp i .necessary- Jbe 45 foot by-law was simply a

ITs toS m?16 mdef/™te f“ture. In the boroughs very little has happened at don’t know whey they’d want to bother ft the h?d "*5? a more rational plan as
b, monumental public works men- all. A few good candidates have been at- municipal level ‘ io Dottier at the being worked out. Of course a more rational

sehftïït pr;rr d ,“SS r srSH-r*"---""-.saïtœ ssF■ ~
.tXS.11' ”5? b*TCT“* ^ f0ml)*nal*o,t °l those interests at toeloctd eight or nine months h, 2y kLdo"^ve ?
ployees to 6,500 to°o™ SS Ï.LX“SÏSïï3l S^ÏÏSutenSSti^tS ne^î^d to TT** «■« "«

Æe(s&ïïSiyNr?œ one- ’
acceptmg the expansion programmes that just because it’s such a wide-open deal Of EXCALIBUR: Do you regard Metro Council the Premises in it. But, he never
thebureaucrats put forward to them. course they’re going to have a much harder as an effective area in which to push for tff_[yitdld descn.be himself as a reformer. I

Of course Paul Godfrey’s constituency is time, after the fact so to speak establishing progressive social objectives? ink u was the incredible contrast between
the bureaucracy, that’s where he gets his the base to which they might be accountable6 Groutenberg and O’Donohue who were sell-
power. If you want the bureaucracy to work The one possible exception is in North York v : WeU’ unlike Chicago or New ing off big chunks of the city as fast as they
you have to go through Godfrey. For where Katie Hayhurst has been working Y°rk, the boroughs, the city and most ®ould t(? the highest bidder, and Crombie 
someone who is an appointed chairman, very hard to establish this kind of Dhilosonhv municlPabties in Ontario work on a weak P8 a Junior alderman who at least had brains 
whose principal role should be to chair in the borough. A number of good candidates Sy™ David Gambie is one nLiff, ^ *£*y were UP to, and
meetings and make sure things are done in have come forward and a cluster of gooH member out of 23. If you had 12 reformers, distinguished himself from the. The contrast 
an open and even-handed manner, he’s an people have emerged. 8 y°u couJd control city council, and the ripple b®™6611 those two clowns and Crombie was
abysmal failure. He’s taken advantage of his A significant thing that hannened in lut» effect would be fantastic throughout the 80 Pronounced that Crombie decided to make 
situation by lining up the bureaucrats, and 1975, early 1976 was that people irTthe Reform The city- eve« in its present im- a run for "layor-,It was an opportunistic
with that power, doling out the goodies. So movement, looking back on the oreceeding state. has done more to challenge the ™ove’ aad 1 don 1 mean that critically,
the politicians have to get in his good graces six or seven years, realized that it was a Province and push the province towards because he realized how atrocious those two 
and the good graces of the bureaucrats to get completely unsatisfactory way of conducting îî?0re Progressive legislation perhaps more ™7.na^ere- H5^ook a gamble that people 
anything done back in the boroughs. There’s municipal politics, that it had had no corf any other body. cpuld distinguish him from them, and he was
always this perverse dance to go through tinuity. The dilemma was: do we form a If were 12 of us, I don’t know whether "fj4- ,
with Godfrey and the bureaucrats. party or do we try and form a movement The ^ d tolerate d actually — they’d probably , 1 Toronto, people aren t sophisticated in

When you get down to Metro social ser reasonable thinking was that the Canadian amend the Municipal Act to strip power ^f™8 of understanding the political process 
vices budget, we can’t even get enough P°Utical scene is littered with probably too 3W8y from,us-! 0f c°urse even though the ® yoav® got a ^eak "^y01" system; 
money out of them to take care^f skid row many parties, and that atthemunicipalïevd ^J^8 we have afe somewhat limited, the Jnromb‘e a"d figured we’ve got a
and the drunks who are freezing to death Pe°Ple aren’t really interested in party ^ P°wer we have is in respect to the e . "°.w, Crombie made it very clear
because that isn’t of any interest to borough politics; they’re interested in issues and in a “ning bylaws; Through the zoning bylaws fa , y °n ^b® was.f!®J Prepared to repeal
politicians because there aren’t bums dying broad based community approach to solving C3*” largely dlctate the pattern of con- d lt W3f eft up to the Sewells
in North York or Scarborough or East York Problems. So it was a very clear choice to centratlon °f commercial and institutional and other citizens to race into
and so on. form a movement, certainly a political regions m the central core. If you can freeze bouses on the Dundas-Sherbourne block to

Part of the problem is that most of the movement to try and get accountable !Î °UÎ you can chan8e the whole pattern of PQ^®nt th®.m frobl being destroyed. And 
borough politicians are elected withm.t government at the municipal level. development, probably in the province. In t ter P^bie went and negotiated the deal
having to appeal to the electoral on tkliÏÏL? fheo^y you can do that anyway. If you’re to make the thing work. He wasn’t in the front
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Harbinger’s columnBOROUGH OF NORTH YORK 
WANTED

DEPUTY RETURNING OFFICERS 
AND

POLL CLERKS
The real dope about aspirins
nrlc£.£i?st j0mmon of.all.non: myriad brands of aspirin, plain or with the aspirin lining irritation, so
fn drUgS’ C,0nSldermg 1 buffered>is the P"ce. Aspirin iS it is a good idea to stay awayfrom
m all of ts various disguises, is chemically known as Acetylsai- them. wayrrom
aspirin. It can be bought in plain cylic acid (ASA). It is effective in 
or buffered,effervescent and non- any of its forms in reducing fever ...
effervescent combinations with and inflammation and relieving wlth antacids to provide a
other drugs, and in‘specially’for- tension headaches,muscles aches buffering action to combat stomach
mulated’remedies for arthritis and and symptons of rheumatism. For lrntat!on; 1116 minute amount of
rheumatism, colds and depression, some people, it acts as a mild antacid in these preparations is

The big difference among the sedative. If you pay more than what not worth the high price
the cheapest brand of ASA tablets charged and secondly, of little

value in actually relieving stomach 
irritation. Stomach discomfort is 

__ , affected more by the amount of food
The most common side effect of in the stomach, and the emotional 

aspirin is stomach irritation. This state of the user, 
irritation is more common among 
people who take a lot of aspirin.
Chronic users of aspirin often end 
up with gastric or intestinal 
bleeding. Anyone suffering from or 
suspecting ulcers or very acidic 
stomachs should stay away from 
aspirins. Taking an aspirin on 
full stomach or drinking a glass of 
water with each dose can reduce 
the stomach upset. Alcohol as well 
as caffeine in coffee and tea acts

FOR
MUNICIPAL ELECTION 

MONDAY, DECEMBER 6TH, 1976
Some drug companies combine

Polls open from 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and the counting of 
ballots to take place for approximately two hours after the 
close of the poll.

Renumeration for the satisfactory performance of duties is 
follows: T.V. RENTAL cost, you are paying more than you 

need to.
as

STUDENT SPECIAL
Deputy Returning Officers

(plus $5.00 for attending a 2 hour training session.) 
Poll Clerk

$55.00 20" BLACK AND STEREOS 
WHITE T V. from All aspirin, including the buf

fering kind, can cause stomach 
bleeding within a few days when 
taken at a level of 18 per day (a level 
not uncommon for people with an 
acutely painful condition). Enteric- 
coated aspirin which does not 
dissolve in the stomach is available 
at most pharmacies, and is worth a 
try if you need to take a lot of 
aspirin, even if small doses bring 
on stomach upset.

$35.00

Apply to Clerk's Department, Telephone Number 225-4611, Ext. 
328, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday, to 
Friday.

$Q A
%ZeMONTH $1050 a

I Æm MONTH

20" COLOUR

*19 A MONTH
DELIVERY SAME DA Y

E. Roberts, Clerk, 
Borough of North York, 
5000 Yonge Street, 
Willowdale, Ontario.

a

TV b STEREO 789 2111
RENTALSYONGE 1802 AVENUE RD

In addition to stomach 
irritations, aspirin’s side effects 
include allergies. Although aspirin 
sensitivity varies greatly in 
severity, anyone with any of the 
following reactions should avoid 
aspirin like the plague. Hives, 
swelling of the mucous membranes 
and difficult breating can be some 
of the effects.

JOIN THE THIRD LARGEST 
FAMILY IN THE WORLD.

Imagine a family of 20,000 members in 80 
countries around the world — that’s a pretty big 
family, but that’s what the Salesians are all about. 
They are a community of family minded 
individuals united for a common goal.

Our principal apostolate is with youth. Our 
mission in life is working with and for young 
people ... in boys’ clubs, academic and technical 
high schools, summer camps, retreat houses, 
guidance centers, orphanages . . . wherever boys 
are to be found.

The Salesians are made up of Priests,
Brothers and Clerics — men studying for the 
priesthood but not yet ordained — who live and 
work together, equals in the Society, observing 
the same rules and enjoying the same privileges.
St. John Bosco specifically wanted his Salesian 
communities to possess a warm, family like spirit 
where each member can grow and where both 
triumphs and setbacks are shared in the 
companionship of his fellow Salesians.

The Salesian is highly trained for his mission, 
and he has the opportunity to go as far as he 
wants to; for the better his education, the better 
service he can give both to the Society and to 
the people he helps. He achieves his rewards in the 
realization of the good he accomplishes and 
the youthful hearts and minds he inspires.

If you are looking for a future that trades 
self-seeking for inner satisfaction . . . aimlessness 
for dedication . . . and the opportunity to help 
change the world of tomorrow by molding the boy | 
of today, get more information. Fill out and 
mail the coupon below today.

Many persons have discovered 
that aspirin can be habit forming 
especially when used to treat every 
little ache and pain. Aspirin ad
dicted people are known to be high 
strung and disoriented. They often 
hear ringing in their ears, and feel 
dizzy.

Aspirin blocks the effects of 
mild or severe can be accomplished 
with as little as 30 tablets ( L50 ). The 
lethal dose is much less if alcohol or 
other depressant or toxic drugs 
have been taken.

There are too many drugs that 
should not be used in combination 
with aspirin to list here, but the 
following are a few examples to 
watch for. When you get 
prescription or buy any over the 
counter drugs, check with your 
doctor or druggist for advice on 
what to avoid. When in doubt, stick 
to one thing at a time.

Aspirin blocks the effects of 
Benemid, a drug used to cure gout.
It is also used in conjunction with 
high dosages of antibiotics, often 
given before penicillin treatment 
for gonorrhea, to increase the ab
sorption of penicillin into the blood 
stream.

Aspirins increase the effects of 
oral anti-diabetic drugs, thus 
creating a danger of hypoglycemia 
(low blood sugar level).

Acetaminiphen, known to 
shoppers as Tyenol and Vanquish, 
is often used as a substitute for 
aspirin. It also relieves pain and 
fever, as aspirin does, but has no 
ability to relieve inflammation 
which is why it is of no help to the 
basic source of arthritic pain. Ace- 
taminphen has not shown itself to 
be significantly easier on people’s 
stomachs than plain aspirin.
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Father Joseph, S.D.B.

SALESIANS °L™N80800
125 Centennial Parkway, North / Hamilton, Ontario L8H 7L4 
Dear Father Joseph:
Please send me more information on the Salesians and their work 
I am interested in the Priesthood □ Brotherhood □
Name

Salesians work in:
Carleton, P.Q. 
Edmonton, A. 
Hamilton, Ont. 
Jacquet River, N.B. 
Montreal, P.Q. 
Sherbrooke, P.Q. 
Vancouver, B.C.

Sue Kaiser

■ MATCH MAKER■ TIRED OF LOOKING FOR 
A MATE/DATE?

FOR CONFIDENTIALITY/ 
RELIABILITY/ DEPENDABILITY 

IN CHOOSING THAT 
SOMEONE

■ Address

City ■Province Zip
College Attending 

Mÿ Class of CALL
445 5958 DAY 

667 0678 EVENING 
801 YORK MILLS ROAD 

STE 201 TORONTO
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Hokey Hooker chemicals

Fire ant pesticide flowing into Lake Ontario
NEW YORK (LNS-CUP) - A

lilil HHi iHn ÜÜ3 iff!!
large fish population. million hatchery to produce salmon Mississippi to that state last winter Hooker would like to get rid of it, no announced » EP^

The Hooker Chemical company, and trout for sports fishing, slated for $1 to get rid of it. buyers have been found.
PetrSoUleumiarcyiaims ^sfonneJ Tta^îfflta ‘<The ^ajor problem with Mirex Now Hooker won’t sell Mirex oZSSSS?:

shfre^f^the contaminated waters is its lon8 term toxicity,” said unless fully protected by an in- year in its present formulation, and

SHSSSS SHSSsssas scrœs; spgsEat sraassMss
chemical, flows into the lake Environmental Defense Fund, a southern states. Kepone as well as you or I," said “P™**1 '3 pl1®555"Ja]1 „ap'
through Hooker nines. public interest law group which has That s massive exposure,” Butler. They know the Allied propriation of half a million dollars

been working on Mirex litigation Butler told LNS. “It builds up in the officials have already plead guilty to find an alternative to Mirex.
for several years. food chain and gets into human to millions of dollars worth of civil The Environmental Defense

food.” Agricultural products from fines.” Fund, which has represented
the south including beef,which has The fire ant program has grown number of southern residents 
also been found to contain Mirex over the years to a political boon- against Mirex as well as several 
are shipped all over the United doggie involving millions of tax- conservation groups, considers the 
States. payers’ dollars. “It’s a patronage EPA agreement a victory, although

From 40 to 50 per cent of all system,” is how Butler describes it. a compromise one. 
samples taken from human tissues “ft’s a way of getting the money “We’re happy the EPA is getting
in the states using Mirex have down to the districts of the senior rid of Mirex,” Butler commented,
shown the chemical to include committee chairmen of the House “We’re unhappy at the length of
“levels above one part per million, and Senate agriculture committees time of the phase out and we’re
which is really astonishing,” and the appropriations committees unhappy at the amount of Mirex

Found to be carcinogenic in mice reports Butler. And the chemical — the Talmadges, the Stennieses, that can be used in the interval.”
The Times investigation also and rats, Mirex can degrade into hasn’t prevented the spread of fire the Eastlands ... These guys are However the nrnhlem of what tn

revealed that the State Department Kepone, a highly toxic substance, ants. the old line agricultural politicians do about the long-lived chemical
of Environmental Conservation Allied Chemical Company, which Meanwhile, Mirex continues to that • • • rise to Power in the agri- that has already entered the food
was proceeding with plans to stock produced Kepone, is currently spill into Lake Ontario from the culture and appropriations com- chain, and is present in more than
Lake Ontario with millions of charged in a series of massive Hooker plant, and the company mittees and vote themselves money twice the amount allowed bv
salmon m spite of warnings about criminal and civil suits resulting remains silent. “Mirex is a hot to get rid of fire ants. federal guidelines in the 2.7 million
Mirex from scientists and others on from the pollution of Virginia potato,” said Jerry Wildenfeld, “The local powers get on the fire pounds of sish sold annually out of
their own staff. waterways and workers’ exposure Hooker’s director of environmental ant committees in each county, and Lake Ontario, remains to be solved.

If

Furthermore, a permit issued by 
the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency actually 
allowed Hooker to dump thousands troduced in 1946 to fight fire ants, 
of pounds of other highly toxic an insect found in large numbers 
chemicals (among them PCB’s) in the southern states. According to 
into the lake daily. members of a cooperative Georgia

“To permit anything like this in a farm, one of several community 
single day is incredible,” one PEA groups currently fighting the use of 
scientist was quoted as saying. “I Mirex, the ants build high mounds 
don’t think I have ever seen a and have a painful sting, but are 
permit for this much junk. It has all relatively harmless, 
the makings of a scandal. ”

aThe pesticide was first in-

York campus could be converted into industrial park, 
green belts built so York would look like a university

IPia ps üüü iiisii ü”rü
w a s t h*e^s a mVinrr p ri i h i i !i kV, the crazy radicals on the left, is m the St. James Town situation. distinguished themselves was by necessarily inappropriate; it’s just

Ipiüi igii mWi mu Mmm
Sïœ assïïœ r-sswÈSîfii sœSSSKS

trying to salvage as much from the rest of the commu- sequence there is little commu-
operating latitude as mayor of the nity ... and in the case of the nication between the university and
c«ty as he could. But he failed. The University of Toronto it has cer- the community though there are a
consequence of that was this tainly managed to do that. fair number of York students who
terrible, terrible child that was In the case of the newer work with politicians in the City of
which if it’s carried out ov^the diversities, they have mainly been Toronto.
next few years will become ïn developed ™ a Durban context on EXCALIBUR: Don’t you feel that 
incredible^ delinauent a Ppal huge.plots of Iand- The kind of York students could have more of 
monstrosity ** ’ buildings that house students are an impact on the local community

** qnthprp wsac rvnmHio aithanaair really of late twentieth century and promote more community 
of industrial design. If you were to involvement in the university in
creation the fWitreai Àr pi move the students out and strip out terms of the facilities it has to of-ÏÏSmSËSZSZX ™t"etsterir0,thebufl,8ns ,er?group in downtown Toronto, and nrJ^h/r k a?Rus’ you couId SPARROW: Of course the role of 
another couple of dozen throughout Sfhb n wh°J® rad"®y spur students changes as a result of 
the city. So the way he handled it canveiJ lt.u}t® economic circumstances, and their
was to attack the reformers as nffhtnhîrh ^ih Î, P!rk- A, °! perceptl0"s keep changing as well, 
being crazy, out to lunch, wild-eyed tuth buildings are typical of There is a lot less student activism
fanatics. All we had done was to sit î£®. °Jf n buildings you d f.ind than there was a few years ago, and 
down with all the community LuDurban transportation even taking away external things
people we knew in the City of dl.fJculty bke the Viet Nam war which had a
Toronto and worked with them to ♦ v”g ,vthe buildlngs- profound effect on people, there
develop a plan that suited their ”ldlout ™akmS them™ore .mono' s.tin would have been more ac- 
needs lithic and massive, as being of some tivism at that time because of

kind of institutional function. So 
EXCALIBUR : What do you see what they did at most suburban 

as the student’s role and respon- campuses was to build huge green 
siblity in the community? belts around the cluster of

SPARROW : One of the problems buddings, 
with universities is that back in the
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common perception that there were 
some major changes going on in 
society. At present there’s a whole 
inward-looking, introspective ap
proach to people’s lives, though I 

York is quite typical of the don’t think it’s a right wing move or 
nineteenth century and early modern university with its moat anything.
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jygjyggjty IjlECvBLlIzùjv
Let's hear it for

ENERGY CONSERVATION WEE
SSS jgprsK'KPSf ‘ÇftÇ'SrsBi-» ïcseïsbsïei <■

JÈræszzæ EEs L"^ -aasrope- sSœ
ScLarënmtfttet?^ SSl^aïSS JKS ^'^UmortofwMch D^SST'SSSf °'“.t ^‘“^n-^aadMr.Dawaon
P^hpe conservation. S^?£SS^SS7SS Sure acco ^ ini5ative »y ÆuaS ^ ^ ^

The energy management audits conducted by the Ministry rrf iNrH-ît «? ’ afS.ount®d for about one campus is also important. Beyond ®P°sslb‘®- 
program (EMP) was established in Industry and Tourism. ^ d of the costayoïdance. the ‘technological fixes’ initiated Dunng the summer, they point
1975 with the target of saving $1 The Ministry of Natural Jbese included: and proposed by his department out>1100818 the University about 20
billion on energy bills throughout Resources has beeun to investiaato * remo'fa* flourescent tubes there must be an increase he sa vs’ ÜfS*8 P®r ^u®1"® foot for air con-theprovincebyl980. "" aSSSst ffi m areas where lifting exceeded in "public awaren^Tf toelataS With more than three

The government itself has set a heat loss from buildings ( On a trial theam®Vntr^[‘u™<?; . of our energy situation. It’s a real ™{!llon,s9uare, feet of air con-
savings target of $500,000 a year on run of the system the home of the vemHhfr011 of heatin8 afid problem, and it’s going to be with us î!,tî?ne{j buildings on campus,
its own energy costs. To date, it has Ministerof Natural Resn^iÏ! ventilation consistent with space for a long time.” that’sa hefty sum.
40^îî m reduc“* C^ts by15 to one of those identified as losing heat . reTin^ü^Ma^n^1 Seemingly unimportant actions j.'0"® ?f th®. things we’re con-

Pe ,;entmseyeralbuilduigs. through inadequate insulation. The schedules co-ordinJtüa °?.®ratmg can have significant effects. For H^Hn^h8 askmg P®°PIe to move
A series of EMP-sponsored Minister, Leo Bernier, has vowed to use- C(H,rdmated wlth space example, he explains, “someone ^urmg the summer to concentrate

projects m a wide variety of fields correct the deficiency ) .. 4 who fills an electric kettle to make a Hmvdlng use’ Mr. Armour said.
ï2rîiïffi-at*ide»Hïïying m°re Here at York, yan ongoing novation ’ m°re technica1’in" single cup of coffee is using about i«S£S" wiL ’C°uld ,cl.ose down the

ergy-efficjent methods. programme in enerev Thic „qq- ,,,. four times as much electricity as is buildings that aren tin use.”
hasnbe8eTfoundetha°tritXtakiple’it management been in operatic heating3^ systems'for ^h^Scott nec®ssary-When you consider the The campus buildings were well 
ïîfinn thaî '} takes one since late 1971. librarv result JnVfn S*t] vast number of kettles in use on designed for the early 60s, said Mr.
pounds of v^ihi0 gr°W tW° Energy cost savings (cost saving of $15 000 to aas^nn each day, that’s a lot of Dawsoa> but conditions have
£®a"d® of vegetables m a avoidance) of approximately sumntinn in 1 =in«i ga®. con* wasted energy.” changed so much that some of the
greenhouse. One EMP project $600,000 dollars were realized cordtog to D A^w^’m^ More waste ia caused by the architecture is now inefficient.

son. Mr. pratice of wedging doors open, When the campus was in the early 
exposing campus buddings to the stages of construction, he con- 
outer, cool air and increasing the ducted a study to determine the 
load on the heating system. feasibility of double-glazed win-

No matter how often we remove dows ( windows with two panes of 
the wedges,” says Mr. Dawson, glass and a vacuum or partial 
“they reappear almost instantly. If vacuum between to act as in- 
we could find the campus wedge- sulation). 
maker wecouMsâveamint.” “The feedback was that you

Further savings could be couldn’t justify the expense ’Nie 
realized, Mr. Armour added, if said. The energy saved by double
people would turn out the lights glazing would have taken 25 
whenever they leave their offices.

York is cooperating with the 
other universities of Ontario in a 
series of energy management

il,
i r The Return of 

the Blob?
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I

i yearsI to pay back the extra cost.
“Now the pay back period is down 

to something like ten years, and one 
could consider r/vp/e-glazing ”

S3 No, it's Moonball, a rare form of 
temporary insanity.

The object of the Moonball game is 
to force the ball across the opposing 
team's goal line, and to stay alive in 
the process. The game was featured 
last Saturday as part of the festivities 
during Vanier College's ten year re
union and homecoming, "Vanier 
Revisited".

The game came to its traditional 
6nd when one of the surviving 
players alluded to the closing 
ceremony. 6

"Beer", he said.
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y n UFOs: fact or fantasy" :

rœsïrssss'ireference to natural, terrestial phenomena. Dr. Hynek doesn’t

pe”1Ca nS Department’ 8802 Ross Building, at a cost of $3.50
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enter Ï Phn^Sr,0™811^^ awarded to a candidate preparing to 
awarded to a rânaiH ^mme’ bat’m exceptional circumstances, may be

«*« I ;nfnrld?adline .for cpropteted applications is February 14, 1977 Further 
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Seminar series studies Poles
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All interested persons are invited to attend.
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Sex, death, and Nixon

Tunnel Vision overdoes old, worn out ideas
WÊÊÊ amm mmm

National Lampoon. Taking every 
one of the original concepts of these 
roots and exaggerating them has 
been the function of Tunnel Vision. 
The logo is repeated enough times 
to lose its shock value and become 
almost repulsive by the film’s end.

The segments hover basicly 
around four subjects; Nixon, sex, 
death and retarded or handicapped 
people, all set to a framework of TV 
programming.

Examples : “Charlie’s Girls” 
about the Manson family; a Mary 
Tyler Moore facsimile engaging in 
on-air heavy petting ; a programme 
about Curt Gowdy and friends 
going to the park to shoot faggots ; a 
commercial urging folks to phone 
their loved ones in the hereafter 
(the next best thing to being there) ; 
a flasher giving an editorial 
response; and ad for feminine 
deoderant in a vibrator shaped roll
on; and a game show which decides 
the winner by determining who can 
fart first. Using this short list of 
excerpts, if you still think it’s funny, 
you deserve to see the rest.

Technically, Tunnel Vision has 
its ups and downs. Although the 
cinematography is good enough to 
be the only redeeming virtue of 
the film, the sets used in the 
“studio” programming are con
spicuously cheap looking. As well, 
the attempt to duplicate TV recep
tion on the movie screen i$ 
awkward at best, and annoying 
at worst.

To sum it up, if this is the direc
tion modern humour is going, then 
it would be most advisable to stock 
up on reruns of Dick Van Dyke, or 
even I Love Lucy. For if this con
cept of using shock values for 
laughs, and then repeating them ad 
absurdum is going to be 
predominant, I’ll keep the old stuff, 
thank you.

By EVAN LEIBOVITCH 
Remember those illustrious days 

of comedy of the late sixties and 
early seventies? Rowan and Martin 
had a fast tempo, highly successful 
Laugh-In; the Firesign Theatre had 
completed We’re all Bozos on This 
Bus, an underground parody of 
Disneyland that became a classic; 
the emerence of Cheech & Chong,
George Carlin, and National 
Lampoon recordings and texts;
Blazing Saddles, the three 
Musketeers, and American Graffiti 
all kept the masses in stitches.

What do we have to replace them 
with now? Firesign and Python are 
gone, Lampoon now caters to cool 
teenagers who won’t be caught 
dead with Mad magazine, the 
movies are still popular but dated,
and the rest are probably past their Dr. Manuel Labor does an ad for the Colombia School of Proctology correspondence course, 
prime. Richard Pryor and Lily
Tomlin aside, there haven’t been Otherwise, pure throwaway. too-quick pace that was so pro- devoted to “no bullshit”,
too many present acts that could The next was similarly written minent in all of them. It was with is the r ig85 Tunnel vision 
get their stuff together, and Murder around a song, this time Basketball slight relief that I watched the has caused mass unemployment 
by Death is more the exception than Jones by Cheech and Chong. They opening credits, marked with the hi, milljnns snpnH waf
the rule. So it was with great hope should’ve stuck to records. unique eye-in-the-mouth logo and ™ng the Tunnel Broder has been
and a heavy heart that I went to see The two original shorts were some cruddy rock music. accused by a Senate Committee of
Tunnel Vision at the Odeon York. much more amusing. The first one The credits were impressive, corrupting people’s minds with the

My anticipation grew as I wat- was about a quasi-sexual bout Chevy Chase, now hot property stuff he broadcasts, 
ched the shorts which proceeded between a woman and a tennis ball since his performances on Satur- 
the feature. Banapple Gas, which I shooting machine. The last short, day Night, was in for a bit role, and 
had first seen on Midnight Special, called The Critic, was what turned none other than Phil Proctor, late of bregiated schedule of the day’s pro

graming is shown. This is the

,.y
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To substantiate the claims, an ab-

was filmed around Cat Stevens’ out to be the most amusing event of Proctor and Bergman and even 
song of the same name. The only the night, using some interesting later of Firesign, playing the one perfect vehicle for the producers of 
thing of merit in the film was the Norm McLaren-style animation. lead role. In the movie, Proctor is ,film to show the initial ideas for 
fact that the music was recorded in By the time the shorts were over, Christian A. Broder, head of their TV parodies without being 
a cute little studio in Quebec. I was already getting weary of the Tunnel Vision, a TV network forced to dwell on plots for each

one. In fact, during the course of the 
“screening”, there are more ads 
than programmes (this includes 
ads for future programmes). So 
much for the style, which turns out 
to be more rapid-fire than the 
shorts were.

Canadian musical shines
By BELINDA SILBERMAN rest of his students. Somehow fortunate viewers seated in the 

Although Canada is not too well however, he does manage to tear front rows, are graciously
known for its musicals, Anne of himself away from Prissy, and presented the vanilla cones. Thus
Green Gables is one that it can be calling the class to attention by the sparkling flavour of the per- nowhere near the brilliance of
proud of. An enthusiastic rendition sharply ringing a small school bell, formance lingers on even after it’s the roots of this movie, which most
of the home-grown classic is now the opening exercise begins, 
playing at the Scarborough Music At the end of intermission, the
“1faîre' „ . schoolmaster enters the lounge

Set on Prince Edward Island the area and dresSed in costume, he 
story is about a red-haired freckled again rings the bell, this time
orphan, Anne Shirley (Denise calling the audience “back to
Pidgeon) who is sent to live with a class”. This is just one of the many 
brother-sister couple on a farm. unique touches the Scarborough 

On arrival, Anne is heartily Music Theatre has added to the 
welcomed by her prospective show

Fine performances were given byhTvetSe„K“ y ™^vTh™?.r.dnttheaSfhW^ b-xem Monde, and

Of course, Anne’s vibrant timpeaiittie°™»nk ’ athoug at Humphrey Bogart —be on hand for
character soon triumphs and the “mes a uttie wean. the next performance of Knuckle,
couple (Joyce Clark and Barry All aspects of production were Open Circle Theatre’s latest 
Nesbitt) become affectionately well done but, one complaint! This presentation, 
attached to her imaginative charm, viewer, who sat six rows back, Knuckle roughly tells the story of 

The music, performed live by a could not make out any freckles on Curley, a hardened cynical ‘Bogey’ 
small orchestra above the stage, is Anne’s face! type character who returns to his
led jauntily by Paul Feheley. Despite this trivial flaw however, hometown after a 12 years ab- 
Unfortunately there aren’t too the play is full of spirit. scence to investigate the disap-
many catchy tunes, but the ^ one mem0rable scene at the of sister; Playwright
melodies are still pleasant and the Sunday school picnic, this Scar- Davi? »are ,sae™s to car,e less 
musicians, relaxed and good- borough company truly displays ab°ut .the Plot tban in Plac‘ag

raves and singing songs about ice a„ ^ ^ toslcally rotte=

and dangerous, making “that tiny

The content and the ideas come

definitely lie in Laugh-In andover.

Witty script and Bogart double 
highlight dull Open Circle play <

By BOB POMERANTZ 
Attention lovers of wild wit-

* 1 ,

mm

\ ■

Anne’s first day at school was 
well staged. The schoolmaster,
(John Allin)was far more in
terested in the beautiful Prissy Apparently real ice cream cones weed called morality” doomed to 
Andrews (Jan Dobbs) than in the are used, and in the finale, those extinction. Hare makes sure that

his audience grasps his meaning by 
having Curley paraphrase this 
message every time he opens his 
mechano-mouth.

Herein lies the ‘special’ touch of 
the play that makes the viewer dart 

A news media presentation by artists Vincent Trasov and John Mitchell, open his eyes and exclaim, “I 
“The Rise and Fall of the Peanut Party,” will recount some of the finally get it! Big deal”. All the 
highlights of a 1974 Vancouver Mayoralty contest at noon tomorrow in the characters are made up in assorted

shades of green and grey to appear 
Tasov,running as “Mr. Peanut” long before Jimmy Carter came into slightly inhuman and robot-lile. 

international prominence, will recount with colour video tape and slides These contorted characters help to 
some of the highlights of the civic campaign in which he won 3,000 votes accentuate Hare’s already obvious 
(4 per cent of the total) cast in competition with three other candidates. message that people seem to lack

On a cross-country tour, Trasov and Mitchell have slated stops in warmth and compassion, being no
better than metal machinery.

Their newly published book, the Rise and Fall of the Peanut Party - Add to this set of Ziebarted people
Journal : Twenty Days in November, described as “a celebration of artful dialogue that does not fare quite as 
politics”, documents the campaign experience with large-scale artwork. well against the passage of time. It

Sponsored by Stong College, the media presentation is free and open to is dull and cliché-ridden, serving to 
everyone.

seems a dead horse.
One element of the script, sometimes eerie atmosphere, 

however, is slightly redemptive.
Curley’s lines are always 
something special. His lightning 
responses and awesome analogies 
make the audience howl with 
laughter, one getting the im
pression that he is taking a lesson in 
insult school. Lines like, “That , . . , .
broad smelled like she dabbed a a downtown bar clinking glasses

with people in an uptown living 
room.

Altogether Knuckle could best 
parts competently. Steven Bush, the described as an old story with 
playing Patrick, was often some new twists, most of which, 
inaudible, however, tending to run unfortunately, serve to farther 
through his lines rather than act disjoint the drama. But, for a first 
them out. rate lesson in retorts and a chance

The music is sleazy, acting to to learn what the title has to do with 
further the clichés of smoky bar the play, visit the Open Circle, they 
rooms and foggy London water- are sure to make you laugh one way 
front scenes. The lighting was or another.

crisply executed to accentuate the

The set consists of a makeshift 
bar room and parlour, with a sheer, 
spiderweb-like backdrop through 
which characters moved, 
sometines to no purpose. Not only is 
it uninspiring, but barely func
tional, one finding characters from

Playing peanut politics

Stong Theatre. dash of dendol behind each ear”, 
are clever and colourful.

Most of the characters play their

Ottawa, Montreal, New York and the Western Provinces.

flog to death, a play that already
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'Lots of cheap alcohol'

York prof gives piano improvisations at Stong
Rv STÏ i ART SHEPHERD grand piano. The audience ceased dialectic with those of the piano, the quite extraordinary piano solo, chords.
By STUART SHEPHEKU & p thought twitches and jerks of a wakening again making use of a process of After a brief intermission, Sokol

.r^Tofnew m^ic?!£$£ m^ionette, rising higher and smooth transition, this time bet- concluded the concert in a
crowd of new music devotees so g b hi her from the floor Activity ween the tapping sounds of barely somewhat similar space, a free and
^lngrSeî its ïew ücenc^ iL- Sally süent for soon ovefthe dârly and inevitably reached a pressed keys and notes which fuUy bittersweet solo performance of

Svl!Ster“ pSj by threshold level of the wind outside, maximum a piece, a concert and a caUed upon tiie inside workings of Miles Davis’“Blue and Green ,
combination avante nylon ski jacket noises, breathing, new place for music had been the piano The energy of audience masterfully embellished with jazz

«JSÎ«?mîâubD!rtV'aïdtaî and quiet belches, there appeared brought into being. The piece then and performer fed upon one ornaments, chorales, and whatever
nrovisatioiconcert Lots of cheap Sly sounds from inside the piano subsided, concluding with the another. Sokol became a anowtaU made us feel warm and mellow. A

h , thp nresence of music where minimal finger movements sound of far off harps again. of arpeggios, clusters, dissonant vepr nice ending,
dpnartment notables a lot of produced a song of far off harps. The feedback from the audience chords, trills, and ornaments, it As an added bonus, Sokol invited
department notai) , *?,. nmlnnapd miniature was hv this noint intense Sokol’s picking up drummer Larry Dubm members of the York
SthTr oTople ^birtabove aU to crescendo dLcer and pianist smile flew abHut the room like a halfway down the MIL Suddenly, Improvisation Agreement, a group

York s'6residential keyboard and traded places. By that point the helium inflated Cheshire cat. After Ï Tforetoste Ke™nwrt th^
irrmmvisntinn wizard all helned audience found its senses had a few words of thanks and in- audience devastated. Alter «series as a foretaste ot tne concert tney

hsî.KT'to-^w..,
CaïyrtS*o^ernterti0tte”^nd p'tonTmïtotaliïng^S mprovmtion began with a Ked” atooapher™ of rich Snœrt^oustoLÜdc'UaUtosee.

laid down in the middle of the floor; control that the transition was like a ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
his friend,dancer Terrill Maguire, fast change in humidity. Maguire s 
reached with both hands inside a activities grew in minimalist Entertainment conversation: 

Rebirth of Tarragon theatre

m
The Tarragon Theatre at 30 Bridgeman St. of- take too many chances, not enough time. We help

ficially reopened its doors to the public the evening writers and try to provide for fairly stable produc-
of October 9, not only to present Artichoke, Its fir- tions. . ., ...
st play of the season, but to reveal a new Excalibur: Has Tarragon ever had a problem with 
Tarragon. censorship of material, either m terms of selection or

In order to get greater Insight into the new Tar- content? ... , ,
ragon, Bob Pomerantz spoke with Greg Leech, Leech: No. However, this season we re doing Lulu, 
head of public relations at the theatre. the first play written which explores modern

Excalibur: Besides the fact that one no longer gets a sexuality. It examines sexual dynamics and deals
sore ass when watching a play at Tarragon, what else with women who are very open about sex. Even though
has been done to make the old Tarragon the new it was written at the turn of the century it is still daring
Tarragon? by today’s standards, exploring issues like mastur-

Leech: Firstly, as you say, we replaced the old bation, for instance. Thus, Lulu will be the true test for
wooden chairs with nicer, more comfortable ones. But freedom of presentation and will determine if there is
that’s not all. We dug out the stage area to lower it as a problem with the censors.
well as widen it, not only to allow for greater ver- Excalibur: You’ve done shows like Hosanna and 
satility of movement but to soften the lighting. The Bonjour La Bonjour, which deal with such issues as 
greater distance from the lights makes possible a homosexuality and incest. Does there seem to be 
stage that is properly lit without harsh overtones. The public acceptance of such controversial and touchy 
audience now sits in an area which is built up over a subjects?
series of ascending risers allowing greater sightline to Leech : The primary goal of these plays was not to
the players. Also there are fifteen to twenty new seats, deal with the gay scene or incest but to explore 
The whole works is carpeted. We put in a new lighting relationships between people. The fact that there 
board and a new ventilation system. We’ve never existed unusual sexual circumstances make the 
really had any before. Oh, and the lobby is a lot nicer stories more dramatic. The aim was to explore 
£oq honesty in relationships. As far as public acceptance, I

Excalibur: In the past the Tarragon theatre has know that our public accepted both plays—both were 
focused on presenting Canadian plays and material, very popular and Hosanna ran for seven weeks at
nurturing Canadian talent. Also, it sponsers a writers- 111 per cent attendance.
in-residence program to develop new material. On the Excalibur: Is there a particular Canadian ex
list of this seasons plays, why do I see two non- perience as opposed to American or Bntish-is there 
Canadian plays listed? sucha thing as Canadian writing? ..........

Leech* We still want to develop new Canadian Leech: Canadians have distinct sensibilities which 
scripts we are committed to new scripts, but we are are not the same as in any other country. It isn t easy
also interested in developing Canadian playwrights, to name a universal characteristic, as Canada is
In adapting European plays for the Canadian stage, diverse and our sensibilities have local variations,
our Canadian writers will apply a Canadian sensibility Canadian playwrights usually hae no intent to
to the older plays. The audience will be better able to crystalize the Canadian character - they just want to
identify with the classics when viewed through the write well. Unique Canadian characteristic. I think
eyes of a Canadian. Also, we want to test our writers, the way people in Canada relate to each other is
squeezethemtomakethemmoreversatile. unique. There are universal thngs but nothing ex-

Excalibur: Have any Canadian plays or clusively Canadian. I guess if Canadians are at all 
playwrights presented through the Tarragon achieved unique, this will be reflected m our writing,
international fame? I know that Hossana, by Trem- Excalibur: Can you give me some figures on who 
bly played on Broadway for three weeks. attends the Tarragon and if lately, more people seem

Leech: Some of our plays have achieved national to be going to “alternate” theatres, 
and even international acclaim. However, once the Leech: I can speak only for Tarragon. Attendance 
play leaves here, it’s really out of our hands, belonging still depends primarily on what the production is like,
to the playwright. As far as working tour companies the better one will attract more people. I would say
through Tarragon, I know that Hosanna for instance that, whereas in the late sixties there was more of a
was a tremendous physical strain. Our aim is to particular underground theatre scene, today more
develop plays and we really haven’t got the facilities people are coming who go to the established places,
for many tours at this point. Our greater range of plays will attract more and more

Excalibur: Bill Glassco, artistic director of of an audience. Also, as we develop a reputation for 
Tarragon, stated that the audience must come first, presenting competent productions, we will attract 
What does this mean in terms of the type of plays more viewers. Tarragon has always been in an awk- 
chosen — what for example if everybody wanted to see ward position in terms of being labeled establishment
pornography or cowboys plays? or experimental. But I find that for the last few years

Leech: Pleasing the audience does not affect our we get every type of person coming here, 
choice of works. Besides, remember there is not that Excalibur: Do you find that the average student at 
great a pool of Canadian plays to choose from. York would spend a Saturday evening with Tarragon
Increasing that number is our purpose. What we do is, rather than see a film, go drinking, dancing...
choose the plays and then do our utmost to make them Leech : Yes. As a matter of fact we always get a
enjoyable for the audience. The renovation program strong turnout from York. However, many students 
allows for greater technical prowess and greater attend when they can enjoy the lower rates. Except for 
comfort—all this is for the audience. Saturday and Friday night it’s three dollars for

Excalibur: Would Tarragon ever consider running a students and on Sundays it spay-what-you-can. 
program to check out talent at Canadian universities? Excalibur: Is there any reason why Tarragon
Thereseemstobealotoftalentthere. opened its season with Artichoke?

Leech: We just don’t have the time right now to Leech: It’s a good play, we wanted to do it-—it has
search around for talent. We will accept any and all never done in Canada before. It played in New 
scripts brought to us and they will be thoughtfully Havenbut we’d like to help Joanna Glass build up an 
read. However, we can’t extend ourselves too much as audience at home. Also, it was ready to do for our 
we are still in the process of getting organized — the opening.
writers program is still a main focus and we are Excalibur: What is the main idea behind Artichoke?
gradually learning our purpose. We will experiment Leech: The play deals with how one can come to 
with new programs to get new material but we can’t terms with life.

rTHE r
PEBBOPST

Friendly meeting spot at night and great lunching 
at noon! Everyone dances to live evening enter
tainment followed by nostalgia music (great for 
reminiscing) played on a classic old juke box. 

It’s a great new night-place for both.

THE BRISTOL PI.AC.E HOTEL • 950 DIXON Rl). 
AT TORONTO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT • 677-9411

CAREERS IN
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

- >
Back to school. Exams. Christmas. More classes, more 
exams and graduation. And next
Right now you are probably thinking about the past several 
years and what you have to look forward to after graduation.

While you're at it. consider the personal growth and satisfac
tions you could experience at Procter & Gamble — a leader in 
the consumer products industry. We regard training and 
development as our most basic responsibility because we 
promote strictly from within Procter & Gamble. We know of no 
way to train people to become managers other than to have 
them learn by doing.
Economics, history, psychology — our managers include 
diverse backgrounds. More important than your specific field 
of study are such basics as intelligence, leadership ability, 
innovativeness, and a solid track record of achievement.

Prior to on-campus interviews, representatives from Market
ing. Finance, and Sales will be visiting your campus to answer 
questions and talk about their experiences at Procter & 
Gamble. Specific date, place and time will be advertised soon 
in this newspaper and at your placement office. The visit will 
be a one-day informal session in which all interested students 

learn more about career opportunities in business 
management at Procter & Gamble.

As a first step, we invite you to visit your placement office and 
obtain a copy of our literature. Additional information is also 
available in the library file in the placement office.

Plan to be at our pre-recruiting session — no appointment 
necessary, drop in any time.
Nov. 11 — Faculty of Administrative Studies Bldg. Company 
Presentation - 12 noon to 1:30 p.m.. Room 038/639 Informal 
Discussion Session - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. Room 103.

can

9PROCTER & GAMBLE ^ |J
eg®!
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The Song Remains the Same; 
Led Zep film's for fans only

!

Business 
Administration 

Final Year 
Students

By DENISE BEATTIE. John Paul Jomes (bass and the audience. Jimmy Page did a
Stinging, charging, electrifying keyboards), played a member of guitar solo with a violin bow that 

and totally stimulating all describe group of masked 17the century was unique and intensely com- 
Led Zeppelin s concert-movie, The British marauders scaring the local petent. The concert began with 
Song Remains the Same, presented women, afterwards going home to Madison Square Gardens, where 
in four channel, quadrophonic, his family. The scenes were nice as the condert took place, in total 
stereo sound at the Varsity Cinema, brief diversions from otherwise a darkness and Led Zeppelin sud- 

The movie couldn’t help but straight concert but were ar- dently breaking into Black Dog 
embody these qualities as it blasts tistically somewhat trite. They which produced a very effective 
you aurally and stuns you visually, could easily be seen as generated lightening-type streak of energy, 
complete with varying colours and from the artistic consciousness of Generally, the movie was in- 
smoke as Led Zeppelin played people who focus predominantly on teresting to watch but with the 
through two and a half hours of rock and roll to the exclusion of extreme volume and also, to an 
m“fc ®ncl “arty” degressions. other art forms. extent the monotony of many of the

Much of the time is spent getting High points of the music were songs, it would be appreciated only 
a close up view of the boys in con- Bonham’s drum solo, which ef- by Led Zeppelin fans or people 
cert and, for Led Zeppelin fans, fectively backed up his racing car intrigued by the charisma of 
gives a satisfying look at the scene and also highly stimulated strutting males, 
dynamics of Zeppelin as a group 
and as individuals. The camera 
focuses on Robert Plant and Jimmy 
Page with seemingly good reasons.
Plant, the lead singer, is sexy in 
barely groin covering jeans and 
open vest. He is faintly reminiscent 
of Joe Cocker and did surprisingly 
little moving around. Jimmy Page, 
lead guitarist, in his star and planet 
studded suit, was all over the stage 
and seemed completely absorbed in 
his guitar.

The movie started with the 
roadies and other such male 
groupies, playing gangster and 
shooting up a bunch of gamblers.

)

Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one 
of the most exciting roles in business management, 

tackling complex and fascinating problems.
For the professionally-trained, 

the scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson. Gordon 
representatives, on campus

Nov. 29 & 30
Appointments should be made through the 

Student Placement Office.

Cheap Shots
Clarkson, Gordon & CO.

I CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

St. John's • Halifax • Saint John • Quebec 
Montreal • Ottawa • Toronto • Mississauga • Hamilton 

Kitchener • London • Windsor • Thunder Bay • Winnipeg 
Regina • Calgary • Edmonton • Vancouver • Victoria

The Dutch National Ballet Was in town last week, and they put on 
one hell of a performance. I was there on opening night, along with 
photog Ed Fox. The lineups were long and furious at the box office, 
entailing half hour long waits ... but it was worth it! From the 
opening moment, the troupe had class; from a duet accompanied by 
piano and percussion, calling on the female dancer to wear high heels 
through most of the routine, to a fully orchestrated putdown of 
classical ballet, complete with choreographed goofs. A show other
wise unexpressable in words could only be described as 
mesmerizing...

Let’s pray that the good ol’ CBC can come up with some good 
programming this year. One sign of hope is a new half hour series 
starting tonight called Teleplay. Tonight’s episode is called If Wishes 
were Horses. Partly filmed at Greenwood, and Woodbine racetracks, 
the programme neatly captures the atmosphere of horse breeding’ 
CBLTmT 301"'t horses, but if that kind of thing interests you, try

The Strawbs concert has been cancelled, of course, but Tower of 
Power is still slated at Massey next week ... all students, faculty, 
and alumni of the Ontario College of Art are invited to a grand reunion 
when the College celebrates its centennial Saturday ... Remember 
the crowds that went to see Toby Hooper explain the Texas Chainsaw 
Massacre to a packed Curtis L? It’s showing for free, Sunday but in 
the smaller Winters JCR at 7 . .. Tonight in that same Curtis L, you 
can savour the efforts of York film students, including two award 
winners; Mario Bolduc, for La Nouvelle Vendeuse, and John Ber
tram’s Soauto ...

If you like band music (you might enjoy a free concert at Queen’s I 
Park, Sunday afternoon, presented by the Band of the Royal I 
Regiment of Canada . . . Starting Wednesday at the Sam Zacks I 
Gallery at Stong, “Photographic Masterpieces”. Of outstanding I 
quality, the many prints on exhibit will come from a large and varied | 
assortment of collections ... 1

At the IDA gallery, November 1 to 5, works in xerox and I 
photography by Nancy Nicol... and at Glendon until the twelfth, I 
drawings and paintings by Morus Hummel... at the AGofO Sunday! I 
at 2:30, L’Aventura by Antonioni... and tonight at 5:30 and 8:30, the I 
conclusion of a series of American Avant Garde films .. . The I 
Toronto Symphony starts a series of Family Pops concerts this I 
weekend at Massey, this time featuring music from Russia and I 
France ... Creeps, the play that opened the Tarragon Theatre many I 
years ago, will be presented from November 1-7 by Glendon’s I 
Dramatic Arts Programme. S

York University Bookstore's
;

ANNUAL
ANTI-INFLATION

kV

This culminated in one gambler 
getting his head shot off complete 
with five colours of blood spurting 
fountain-like out of the neck. Other 
diversions included scenes the four 
members at home with wives and 
children. The audience was allowed 
to gawk at the splendor of the 
homes, cars, and so on.

Each man also gave his own 
small skit, representative of what, 
is open to interpretation. Plant 
played some sort of white knight 
washed up on a beach and then 
saving a damsel in distress. Page 
climbed up on a stony cliff only to 
find himself as an old man at the top 
(which, incidentally is the same 
mountain and old man as on the 
cover of the fourth Led Zeppelin 
album). John Bonham, the 
drummer, was, among other 
things, a racing car driver, and

SALE

NOVEMBER 1st-5th
«

Come and See 
Great Bargains

E. L.

Faites-vous 
connaître à 
Radio-Canada

Friday, 11 a.m. — First part of 
a 20 part series concerning the 
Canadian North. Part 1, “It’s 
People and Their Story.”

Monday, 12-1 p.m. — “Future 
Games”. Host Don Wiley 
reviews Joana Glasse’s play 
“The Artichoke Show”. Special 
guests are John Stammers and 
Lewis Beaumander, Lighting 
Designer and Assistant Director 
of “The Artichoke Show” at 
Tarragon Theatre.

1- 2 p.m. — The ToddRundgren 
Radio Hour. A special show 
produced and conceived by Todd 
Rundgren.

Tuesday, 9-12 p.m. — Rob 
Bowman: “Benzaiten”, Osamu 
Kitjiijima. Russian, Japanese 
and Rock & Roll fusion.

12-1 p.m. — Interview and 
music of Artist Bruce Steacie.

Wednesday, 12-2 p.m. — Craig 
Noble with a series of seven 
parts. Today “The Monday 
Show”.

2- 4 p.m. — Brad Meslin with 
an exploration into Protest 
Music from the late sixties on.

Thursday, 12-2 p.m. — Live 
New Music Concert from 012 

iSteacie.
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Les postes CJBC et CBLFT de Toronto 
sont à la recherche de personnes 
intéressées à participer à leurs émissions 
de radio et de télévision.
Quel que soit votre métier, 
ou vos intérêts...
musique, théâtre, astrologie, bricolage, 
politique, artisanat, photographie, 
littérature,gastronomie, “ 
sports, sciences, etc., 
communiquez avec nous.

(416) 925-3311 poste 4837

i i \ \
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Winters Dining Hall
Mon.

Nov. 1 9:00 P.M.
ou
FAITES-VOUS CONNAÎTRE 
Société Radio-Canada

’Wf' C.R 500, Succursale A 
Toronto, Ontario 
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Coach Aldridge reviews the season■r

Yeomen finish winless against Waterloo
By WALTER RIGOBONes™***

Yeomen pattern. The defense once my mint* 1 had always wanted to these ball players and show them
again came up with an inspired coach university football. I think I the good program that there is up
performance but were let down by have something to offer the kids.” here at York.
an offence that moved the ball in Aldridge mentioned the fact that If y°u don’t have the horses to do

he didn’t know what to expect when Üie work for you no matter what you
£ej,,ps were down tale m the headed the )*.nd that he hed aS Th ByROBERTEASTO tattenedtheiroftenaiveatatiaUcaat

The York defence limited the v5lpe°i>lLWh0fWere Ch7Sys who wlrelackK Thet h°ckey Yeomen ad- the expense of substitute goalie
Warrior to 68 yeards passing and ^ büsic foothill fïiTdamental? I ™T5eTr,ed an.11:1 drubbing to George Berrett. Bob Wasson scored
192 yards net offence. In addition figured by the time the players got ^myerslty last week at the thrice; Ron Hawkshaw added his
they blocked a punt, recovered The walking out of several to university they should know the Ice an game second of the game and Peter
three fumbles and intercepted one players during training camp roots » y y marred by 167 penalty minutes and Ascherl, Romano Carlucci, Brian
pass. caused Coach Aldridge to reassess Asked about hi«= fntnrp with th» slx game misconducts. That last Burtch and Chris Kostka

The Yeomen offence outgained Ms attitude towards the job. “I had Y Aldridee renli^d ïwnnlH ^asan s apset Play°ff victory by tributed singles. During the deluge,
the Warriors’ as they produced 198 to ask myself why these players 'JuJJ sittüied owTand v® ^,ry^ons was responsible for Chris Meloff was expelled for
yards total. Their lone point was a 9ult- 11 bothered me. I had to ask . L to the ChiSan Trank !°r? s el™lnatlon from the title talking to the referee in a manner
first quarter single from the foot of myself, is it me? In talking to the in the nert few weeks I bunt, may have contributed to the that the official found ob-
Kevin Beagle. Waterloo responded ball players who didn’t quit I think I J. 1 certSn Sines t£t I betT-en Lhe ^teams iectionable.
with a field goal in each of the came up with the answers. From minx mere are certain unngs that I which climaxed in a bench-clearingsecond and third quàrte^T” whatlcSuldtellitwasn’tmeormy add-d 10 brawl late in the second period.

With a score of 6-1 in Waterloo’s ^ff but ratherthat these kids had blocking sled^I°dkm’ttMnk toe Nine Yeomen minors and out-
favour and the game winding to a ^en through the frustration and we haveisadequateldon’t standing goaltending by Guelph’s
conclusion the Yeomen had two they didn’t want to go through it think the Te!ght fac?Uties here are Barry Ashby kept York off the 
glorious chances to snatch victory mother year. ^ good scoreboard in the first period. Tom
from the jaws of defeat. The loss of Paul King put a I think to be fair to the guys it Gaatle counted the period’s only

Twice in the last three minutes of damper on the Yeomen effort this would help if I had a job where I goal on a P°wer Play to enable the
the game the York offence year. Aldridge reflected on this would finish at 12 or one. If I had not Gryphons to take a 1-0 lead into toe
scrimmaged inside the Warriors’ turn of events. “I was very sorry to gone up to Alliston to teach, this dressing room -
ten yard line. Each time York lost see King go because if King had of would have helped. It’s been a very
the ball on downs and with it an stayed here I think we would have frustrating year. I’ll know in a
opportunity to cap disappointing had two maybe three wins. His loss couple of weeks my intentions ”

York pummels Guelph

con-

The lopsided score inaccurately 
reflected the relative merits of the 
two teams. Guelph was in the thick 
of things until Ashby’s expulsion 
and York’s margin of shots was 
only 49-43. Both Steve Bosco and 
Peter Kostek turned in excellent 
performances in toe York net.

The atmosphere on the ice spilled 
Major and match penalties to Jeff into the stands as a boisterous 

Woodyatt for spearing defenceman crowd set up a continual din. 
Chris Kostka gave toe Yeomen the Unfortunately, the liberal use of 
opportunity to establish their various intoxicants led to a few 
superiority. Roger Dorey’s power excesses most of which were 
play goal evened the score and at merely harmless annoyances, 
thell : 12 mark Ron Hawkshaw Indeed, one inebriate’s willingness 
neatly steered Dorey’s shot past to take on the Zamboni one on one 
Ashby to put the Yeomen in front to provided one of the evening’s few 
stay. occasions for evity. Not to be

condoned, however, was the 
mindless launching of a beer can in

HEADQUARTERS
JS YORK
A*. M; JACKETS

1FOR
Shortly after John Fielding’s

■Iratsfi ESES«
smogrified into a many-evented 
battle that resulted in banishments 
for Guelph’s Ashby and Hugh 
Mitchell and York’s John Goodish 
and BobGrisdale.

rW This weekend the Yeomen travel 
to Columbus, Ohio for two games 
against the Ohio State Buckeyes. 
The regular season begins in the Ice 

T , t . Palace against Ottawa on
In the third period, the Yeomen November 13.

LEVI'S AND LEES 
CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

TEE SHIRTS

■

\
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/[/. Rugby team edges Queen's
\

By DUDLEYCARROTHERS itself, giving good ball possession to 
Friday evening the York rugby the attacking backline. 

team travelled to Kingston for an Repeatedly the York team drove 
important game. Both sides needed at the Queen’s line for a score, 
a victory in order to stay in con- Bruce Matheson connected on a 
tention for a berth in toe O.U.A.A. penalty kick to narrow toe margin 
Final. to 9-7. Continued hard drives kept

The game, played on Saturday in theQueen’s team off balance, 
fine weather, saw two well- On separate occasions Bruce 
matched and determined teams Olmstead, John Spanton, Wally

Urbanski and Paul Ambrose were

401 YONGE ST. (at Gerrard) TORONTO 200, ONT.
PHONE 368-772V

A wine for all reasons. Mateus Rosé.
take the field with high hopes.

The Yeomen forwards started off si°PPetI just short of toe line by the 
somewhat apprehensive in toe face stubborn Queen’s defence, 
of the large and experienced The constant pressure by the 
Queen’s pack. However, as the York forwards and hard running by 
game progressed the York scrum the backs finally paid off, as in

desperation a Queen’s player made 
a blatant late tackle on centre Dave 
Hubbs. From the ensuing penalty 
kick, Bruce Matheson scored the

I I Product of Portugal.
Marketed across Canada 

by Canadian Schenley Distilleries Ltd.

1 I

3 11
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began to dominate.
Fifteen minutes into the game 

Paul Douros broke through 
lineout on the Queen’s 10 yard line . .
and drove in to score a try. The three polnts necessary to put York 
conversion was missed. The akeadl®"®- 
remainder of the first half was 
see-saw battle for possession of the Queen's came storming back and 
ball and position on the field.
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With five minutes left in the game

S£5
pressed for another score. 
However, York was not to be deniedm

USateuQ With 3 minutes to go in the half, ... .. . . . . , ,
Queen’s hit on a penalty kick fheir well earned victory by this 
making the score 4-3 for York. “te Burry by Queen s. Some hard

tackling in toe backs and a counter

5HEEEF5scoî !?rUvg Tt!!r„t -nCeand » was a hard fought game with 
made frnm WaÜ the score not really demonstratingd,fflcult angle and the dominance of the York for

wards who began playing as a unit 
becoming for the first time since the 16 to 6 win 

downhearted the York fifteen over Guelph three weeks ago. The 
became even more determined and new cohesiveness bodes well for the 
began to take the game to Queen’s, rugby squad near the end of the 
Despite having five rookies, the 8 season as they continue their drive 
man York pack began to assert towards toe finals.
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a painful endurance testMarathon race isi

years to improve two seconds. In waÜ” Uukusulinen was still able to 
the marathon one can see oneself reach down and come up with the 
improving constantly.

“Also, a marathoner doesn’t hit and to finish well, 
his peak until he reaches his late One supposedly “hits the wall” 
20’s or early 30’s. Art Taylor , did around the 20 mile mark, when the 
his best time when he was 49 years |body is tired beyond com-

rehension, all the energy has been 
Ukulainen's first marathon took burned, and there isn’tany fuel left,

xceptthe will which says fight on. 
A proper diet eases the impact of 

itting the 20-mile mark and gives 
tie marathoner the energy to keep 

n Ooing on the first day of the week
But he stresses that consistency the race( Uukulainen ran a

is the key, running, running fast, siow — seven minute miles — 20 
slow or anyway as long as one keeps miles an(j then breakfasted 
running. From May until the day protein. He ran less each day and 
before the race he ran every day. ate yttle except protein foods until 
Seventy-four miles a week. Con- the muscles he would 
sistency.

When he ran in Kitchener he

together, and after 20 miles they 
“hit the wall” — the system 
starts to slow down... the runner 
becomes aware of his body... his 
concentration wavers. ..legs tight... 
body drained of energy... the 
wearriness... and a small, still 
voice that says “stop”.

But the small, still voice is 
ignored... on he goes, reaching 
down, deep down inside he pulls up 
the courage, and the will, to run 
even harder, attaching the course 
with a revitalized desire to finish 
and better his best time.

Ukulainen started running, to get 
in shape, after a five-month sojourn 
in hospital with tuberculous. Then 
he joined the school track team, 
participated in meets, running 
more to get better in order to run 
more.

Two years ago, in Vancouver, he 
ran in his first marathon, and since 
then he has run in seven others: and 
he’s hooked.

“There is unlimited potential in 
the marathon, unlike the 100-yard 
dash where one might work five

run from Marathon to Athens, a 
distance of 22 miles, 1,400 yards to 
bring news of his countrymen’s 
victory over the Persians.

The distance of the marathon 
varied from Olympiad to Olympiad 
until it was standarized at the 
present distance in 1924. The 385 
yards was initially added in 1908 
when the British Olympic Com
mittee decided to start the race 
from the royal residence at Win
dsor Castle and finish in front of the 
royal box in the stadium in London.

October 9 in Kitchener was biting 
cold when approximately 150 
runners left Seagram stadium. 
The runners settle into 
position... the body clicks into 
gear... they are oblivious to the 
contryside, listening to the 
breathing... the chit-chat... the 
responses... the rain of feet on the 
wet pavement... the rush of the 
knifing wind... eyes watering... lips 
anesthetized by the cold... sleet 
freezing the thighs, stiffening the 
muscles.

Miles go by, one stride at a time, 
joints mercilessly grinding

By ROSSFREAKE
The marathon . .. images oi 

knotted thigh muscles, memories oi 
euphoria and pain ... 26 miles of 
blistering agony, with 385 yards 
thrown in for good measure.

Tim Nukuslainen, 2nd Year, 
Physical Education, galloped to a 
six place finish in the Canadian 
National Championship Marathon 
in Kitchener on October 9.

“There is so much more to a 
marathon than just racing,” 
Ukusulainen said. “There is a 
mutual respect, a common bond 
between the runners that you don’t 
see in the 100 yard dash, and other 
short distance events.”

There is a mystique that per
vades marathons... the loneliness, 
the aloneness... a man, the 
elements... the strength, the en
durance.

The first marathon was staged at 
the revival of the Olympic games at 
Athens in 1896, and the winner, 
appropriately enough, was Greek.

The race commemorates the 
legendary feat of a Greek soldier, 
who in 490 B.C., is supposed to have

will and the determination to finish,

old”.

2:47:00; his best time is 2:32:28 and 
he hopes to improve enough to get it 
down to 2:25:00 or better, and join 
the ranks the top ten marathoners 
in Canada.

on

use were
depleted of carbo-hydrates. Then 

, he overloaded the famished tissue,
stayed with the leaders for 16 nules, eating uttle except carbohydrate 
when, from the jarring impact of fined food, 
the downhills, and the cold, his 
thigh muscles knotted and “it was 
like running on stilts to the end.”

Runners were dropping out from 
the cold, but even with knotted 
thigh muscles, when he “hit the

This diet works. But it is only a 
supplement which aids the runner 
in a feat which pushes the human 
spirit to the brink, and then pushes 
it a little further.

\ Classified Ads
MARIE MARCHOWSKY, former soloist 
Martha Graham offers modern dance 
classes all levels at the Marchowsky 
School, 95 Trinity St. 862 7008.

HOUSE FOR SALE. Barrie, 45 minutes to 
York, must sell $49,000, 4 bedrooms, large 
rec. room with large brick corner fireplace, 
garage, den fully broadloomed, many other 
features. Rhone 17051 728-6340.

TalkTYPING: fast, efficient, neat. Scarborough 
area. Call Pam - 438-5275. A. E. LePAGE

Travel $ Tours
GRAND BAHAMA 

"HOTEL"

TYPING DONE EXPERTLY in my home. 
Essays, manuscripts, theses, charts, diagrams, 
etc. Rush jobs my specialty. Call 633-9231 or 
667-8308 - Norene.

York University Area The Counselling and 
Development Centre

Welcomes you to drop 
by any time.

We are a York Community 
Service, offering

Steeles-Don Mills$2000 down, $37,900. full 
price. 3 berdoorm con
dominium, ground floor cor
ner unit, broadloomed, 
master ensuite, appliances 
negotiable, 
possession.

— Also Available —

3 YEARS EXPERIENCE TYPING ESSAYS,
theses, etc. at home. Paper supplied, electric 
typewriter. Rush jobs no problem. Call Sharyl 
- 491-2423.

Family-Sized Townhome 
Immediate Possession

Owner take back 1 mortgage, 
reasonable down payment, 3 
baths, broadloom, appliances, 
drapes, family room with 
fireplace and private back yard. 
Schools and transportation at 
your door, only $68,900. Call 
Joan Procher or jack Powis 493- 
2311. Kelly & Kraag Ltd. 
Realtor.

Feb. 12,13 Departures 
READING WEEK
• Airfare • Transfers

• Double Accommodation
• Breakfast & Dinner Daily 

• Golf • Tennis • Sailing
$349 Standard 

$389 Deluxe

EXPERIENCED FAST TYPIST for your 
essays, theses etc. Electric typewriter. Rush 
jobs no problem. Call Karen at 491-5547.

immediate
PERSONAL COUNSELLING

AND
PROGRAMMES

A SUPERIOR TYPIST will do your essays, 
thesis, etc. I.B.M. Selectric with correcting 
feature. Call 425-5616.

University City
Largest townhouse, sunny 
southern exposure, 4 
bedroom, den, huge rec. 
room, master ensuite. 
$58,500. Call Peter Donnelly 
226-3040 or 661-8126.

in the areas of
• Academic skills 

Enhancement
• Personal & Interpersonal 

Heightened Awareness

SKI UTAHEXPERT TYPING done by experienced se
cretary fast and accurately on I.B.M. electric 
typewriter (essays, theses, manuscripts, etc.) 
paper supplied. CALL - Carole - 633-1713. 
(Finch/Dufferin area).

Dec. 18, 26 Feb. 12 
• Round Trip Airfare 

• Transfer to/from Hotel 
• 8 day 7 night accommodation 

• 6 day tow pass
from $279 p.p. dbl.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING done at home for 
essays, term papers, thesis etc. at 60c./page. 
Call 633-3664. Why Freeze? Rm. 145, BSB, 667-2304 

Open Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
24 hr. emergency service

Honey Buns «
Fur - Coats jackets and stoles 

used $10. up. New $99. and up -
Excellent selections. Muskrat, racoon, 
mink, rabbit etc. Hats, collars and men's 
furs. Trade-ins accepted

Ski Mont. Ste. 
Anne Quebec

Dec. 19, 27 Feb. 13 
• 6 day, 5 night • Hilton • 5 day 
tow pass • bus transportation 

• X-country & drive yourself rates 
• compare what you get
from $125 p.p. quad

ESSAYS, THESES. LETTERS, manuscripts, 
etc. Experienced typist. IBM Electric. Jane- 
Steeles area. From 50c. per page. Phone 
Carole, 661-4040.

100% Eatable undies

Ideal Gift for: only $6.99* 667-3333

PAUL MAGDER FURS• Valentines
• Anniversaries
• Get Well

• Christmas
• Birthdays
• Vacations

TYPIST AVAILABLE to work at home. All 
forms of typing done: essays, transcripts, etc. 
Located in Malton/Rexdale area. Very 
reasonable rates. Phone 677-7743 after 5:30

HAVING TROUBLE being positively gay? It 
might help to talk about it. Call 964-6600, 
Toronto Area Gays (TAG).

202 Spadina Avenue
Store Hours: Mon. - Thurs. - Friday 90 a.m.- 
9 p.m. Tues. - Wed. - Sat. 9 a m. - 6 p.m.

363-6077
Also Available;

$5.99*Honey Cups Dr. J.W. CAPELL
and

Dr. M.L. GROSS
OPTOMETRISTS
CENTRAL SQUARE 
YORK UNIVERSITY

667-3700
By Appointment

eiHELP WANTED*^

SKI-Eastern Townships
Dec. 27, Feb. 13.

• 6 day, 6 nights, 5 day Two PASS
• Luxury Accommodation • Hotel 
Taxes • Shuttles • Bus Tran
sportation • X-Country.

Book any treasure tours, Elkin. 
Suntours, trip by Nov. 1, 1976 

and we'll give students and staff
a 5% discount

3701 Chesswood Dr.
(at Sheppard)
630-4163

•Plus $1.00 for
7% Ontario Sales tax and shippingSECRETARY/TYPIST.EXPERIENCED

Essays, theses, manuscripts, resumes etc. ex
pertly typed. Convenient area - Dufferin and 
Finch. Electric typewriter - reasonable rates. 
Call Carol 630-4321.

'JUDGE' would like to meet Industrialist' 
contact 749-2559 between 2-6 p.m., ThursdayPlease PrintClip and Send to

3-6.

J. & W. Distributorsessays, theses, factums ex-TYPING
perienced, reasonable - will pick up and 
deliver. Call 636-6165 mornings and evenings.

P.O. Box 357, Concord, Ont. 
Canada, L4K 1C5

ANYONE INTERESTED in starting a Bible 
Study or discussion group in a Reformed or 
Calvinist perspective please call 661-3634. 
Ask for Dan.

Enclosed please find cheque* or 
money order* forTYPING. Experienced on theses, disserta

tions, MBA case studies and policy papers. 
IBM Executive Typewriter. Bathurst-Steeles 
location. Mrs. Logan, 223-1325.

Honey Cups$ for

PART2 FURNISHED ROOMS Broadloomed 
and meals optional. On Steeles 2 blocks 
West of Bathurst opposite Bus Stops. Call: 
661-8333 after 6:00 p.m. 3 Black Hawk Way. 
None smokers preferred.

Honey Buns$. for
TYPIST/SECRETARY.EXPERIENCED

Essays, thesis, manuscripts done on I.B.M. 
electric. Finch and Dufferin area. Reasonable 
rates. Phone anytime 638-7078.

Check style here:VACATIONS TIMEl J Banana Split
H Wild CherrySki Mont Ste. Anne J Creamy Hot Choc. HELPDec. 18-23 or 

Dec. 27-Jan. 1
*Bus * Hotel Hilton 

Lowes le Concord or Chateau 
Frontenac * Transfers 

* Tows

ACCURATE GENERAL TYPING at home 
evenings and week-ends. North York area. 
225-3369.

•Add » 1.00 for
7% Ont. Sales Tax and shipping

GOLD LADIES HELMSLEY watch lost in the 
vicinity of Founders. Sat. Oct. 16. Reward. 
Call 667-2322. WANTEDNameTYPING OF ASSIGNMENTS, 80c. per 

page. Seven years experience. Call 444-9106.
-Car Necessary 

- 6-10 p.m.
- $6.90 per hour

Address Apt.
LOST: SMALL ZIPPO' lighter. Has univer
sity crest on one side. Sentimental value. 
Please call 245-5019.•123 City

Quad PPFromFOR RENT: furnished luxury 2 bedroom plus 
study Thornhill apt., washer/dryer/dish- 
washer, utilities, parking included, saunas, 
outdoor pool; Jan.-Sept. 1977. Evenings 881- 
4294.

Postal
Code ÿ*gpËRVIÇË$**i

Christmas or Reading Week 742-1050• No C.O.D. orders accepted 
. Please allow appr. 3 weeks for deliveryACAPULCO 

ST. PETES 
CUBA

BARBADOS, JAMAICA, ALL OTHERS

MIAMI
FREEPORT
NASSAU

From YORK UNIVERSITY

*299 RECYCLED RECORDS and
books of all kinds. Buy, sell, 
trade, vent or browsé. Around 
Again, 18 Baldwin Street. 979- 
2822

DENTAL SERVICE
By Appointment

FOR CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 
PLEASE CALL 

667-3800

QUEBEC SKI TOUR Dec. 27-Jan. 1 From 
$85.00, 5 full days of skiing at Mt. St. Anne, 
transportation and deluxe accomodation in
cluded. For information and brochure write 
Canadian Ski Tours, 330 Bay Street, Suite 
1104, Toronto or phone Gord Allen 239 6276.

CONQUEST TRAVEL
3333 BAYVIEW AVENUE 

22G-5040
Rm. 114 Founders Residence 

Tef. 667-6327 or 749-6631I
I

I
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Sports il I lonoitic i
York swimmers sweep meet

Varsity records came crashing Douts, a first year student who won Mezo, Peter Tiidus and Arvids Silis 
down as predicted last Friday both events she was entered in, as all of whom won their events as well 
evening as York’s totally revamped well as anchoring the winning as the relay events they entered 
swim teams swept the first OUAA freestyle relay team. I—
meet of the season.

Led by “workhorses” Mark

Millar, Ann Westball, Dede While the teams do have other 
Demers, Janet Sadler, and meets coming up before December 

T, . especially Liz McGregor who, 10th, everyone is looking forward to
,lhe women were bolstered by according to coach Gluppe, “looks that day when they take on Western 

All members of York’s swim winning performances from Candy very good”. in London
. . xi ,« . teams are training once and
Langdon, Neil Harvey and Graham sometimes twice daily. “We’re 
Sutch the Yeomen were successfii1 training hard, getting up early most 
in all 11 of their evente, breaking mornings and logging a total of 25
enlèvent y “ b miles a week, ” said McDonald.
°The Yeowomen were almost as “ added incenti™ the team
invincible that day, taking nine of some. Flortlda su^ >
the eleven events in which they ï“*nat C.h.nstmas whe« they wlU 
were competing. “This is the be» ^ *
swim team ever assembled at week training program 
York,” said coach Byron In the diving competition York s 
McDonald, “and it is entirely 3gain was quite succesful, placing ^ 
possible that we will finish in the top moa* 01 lbe,r divers m the top five §
five in the country this season”. SPP1.............. .. .

McDonald, himself an Olympic „In t“® °ne metre event York s o jf 
and World class competitor, has 7eiTY Uuff was the winner followed § t 
plans to work the team very hard ^ L/?a BeverlyAnn Filbert and > b 
and expects the effort will show in Martha Halencken in second,
this years results. fourth and sixth places respec- York swimmers dominated last weekends OUAA meet held here at Tait McKenzie As coach Byron

“I don’t think we can catch U of T tiv®ly- . .. . „ ,L . McDonald has predicted the revamped swim team shattered most of the existing varsity records, some by as
this year, but we’re looking forward The men, led by Lee Colby in first much as thirty seconds. McDonald foresees a Yeomen finish among the top five teams in the country
to upsetting Western who have been Placte-took a”buTt °ne of‘he first six
second to Toronto for more than P°sltions, with John Filion, Mark
ten years.” Palmer Bob Robishaw, and

Carol Gluppe, coach of the gymnast Dave Steeper dominating
women’s team has similar the other four varsity teams.
aspirations, “We are out to beat the 1° the men’s three metre event By DAVE FULLER In goal again after di Martelli’s Dobbie admitted that thP hioh
number two teams,” se said, “it to a CIAU Tbe fason ended prematurely injury was John Debenedictus. “He number of tie games had1 cost the
will be either Western or Waterloo fmahst from Ryerson. for York s soccer Yeomen as they played it pretty well”, said Dobbie Yeomen their chance at the final
11,18 year • WoctJrn6*,, °°kl f0rvfaJ^d to went down to defeat and “but he misjudged the wind, it was next week at Western “That

At Friday’s meet York outscored J^ensj%nh*°0l’ said coach Kathy elimination at the hands of the just one of those things”. Guelph game killed us” "he said
their opposition 266 to 111. ^ ^ University of Watrloo Warriors last On the whole the team played “we shoïïd have won ’that ont

Leading the Yeomen was former m divrng recently, it will be good Saturday. well but better team nlav on thp easily hut wp let thom h ;♦ L00?
Canadian record holder Mark di™« to Under cold and windy conditions part of Waterloo was ^difference whatha^ned”îmtleitandlook
Langdon who won the 200 metre C0™Pe^againstth"m • he Yeomen went into the contest “We had better players on a man to The finals will be played next
butterfly by more than two length The chving team has undergone a looking for a tie or a win, either of man basis”, said Dobbie “but they week at Western where the Varsi^v
of the pool and shaved 30 seconds off marked improvement over last which would have given them a played well as a team thev got that Blues will take’on the first
of the old Varsity record. year s effort. “There was no team second place finish. A fluke goal goal and then defended ft very Mustangs for the OUAA socceî

Langdon, a second year student last year, said Lane, ‘there was no early in the game the Warriors a 1-0 well.” X title won last vearhv CWptv!
from SFU has already qualified for coach either, It’s hard to say how lead which they defended until the York alternated to tip it nn nnhhi» idi!; S:
the CIAU finals on the basis of his well they will do, but they look very final whistle. came close on sevefa occïïinîî vear ünH^nH hl ab°Uj next
performanceonFriday good there is a lot of talent there.” Coach John Dobbie said “the shot hitting both the post and the L tèamïS^ovementTverTst

Also breaking a school record and Adding more to the York effort was from about thirty yards out but crossbar, the ball however, would 
qualifying for the national meet than space allows to report were the wind caught it and it looped not go into the Warrior’s net. 
was Yeowoman Chris Lovett- Neil Harvey, Graham Sutch, Gabor right into the top corner”
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Soccer Yeomen bow out early

year, and looks forward to having 
all of the team return except Lou 

Looking back on the season Sekoulsvki and Mack Musaby.

Field hockey team has improved Sports Briefs
ByDAVEFULLER displayed every bit of their heads The intermediate girls came up 

There has been a big im- up attitude toward the game with with a strong effort despite playing 
provement m Women’s Field some fine positional play. back to back games, ending up with
Hockey at York, a fact that was The similarity in team play is due a 1-1-2 record.

°.ut bVhe yeowomen at the to the expert tutelage of Coach Led by a majority of first year 
OWIAA sectional meet held here Marina van Der Merwe, Canadian girls the team defeated Trent 3-2 
last weekend. Women’s Field Hockey coach and lost to U of T 3-0 and tied Queen’s

Abletofieldtwoteansforthefirst coach of the second place Ontario and Laurentian 1-1 Next weekend 
time in years,York earned a hard Senior team who were narrowly the Yeowomen travel to McMaster 
fought second place in the Senior beaten by the team from Alberta in for the finals of the OWIAA 
competition while the Intermediate the recent Canadian cham- Championships, and, if the senior 
pris were caught in a three way tie pionships. team are able to upset U of T, the
for second with Queen s and In senior team play York following weekend they will make 
Laurentian. defeated Queen’s 2-0, while holding the trip out to Dalhousie for the

University of Toronto, perennial U of T and McGill to 1-1 ties each. CWIAU championships
powerhouse of the OWIAA placed v '
first in both the senior and in
termediate divisions and will most 
likely repeat this year as Ontario 
champs.

In the senior division however,
York was only one point behind By BONNIE BOWERMAN Queen’s Pat Rolston won all four
Toronto and hopes to remain close York’s unofficial sailing team races inthe Intercollegiate Sloop 
to the Blues in order to benefit from finished seventh overall out of Championship also held last 
any upsets that could ocur. thirteen universities from across weekend in Kingston.

That upset could materialize if Canada competing in the inter- Queen’s will be representing 
McMaster is able to hold U of T in a collegiate national championships Canada in the North American 
tie and if York wins their four re- hosted by RMC in Kingston last Intercollegiate Dinghy Cham- 
mairiing matches, including one weekend. pionships held in the second week in
contest with McMaster. MHanahlin J^n61"5 „Terry June. The American competition is

The York senior’s were backed f ?arvey extremely stiff with world class
up by a very strong half-back line, Jr tt d m0st competitors representing Yale andconsisting of Barb Lade, who also regatta ?! tl^nS,eaT’ Harvard and Tufts,
plays for the Ontario Senior team, ^ ™g.tbef42t° d,1,gby
Mary Deveaux6’ ^ Cati°n and University of Toronto’s°skippers Canadian Intercollegiate Sailing 

Thp«P H0fp„=i t Jamie Kidd and Tam Matthews Association (CISA) who officiated
resnonsih?Jf fnr !nn=0tUr rWfhC came a close second. Western 31,(1 organized the regatta nicely 
responsible for most of the finished third after two cold days summed up the calibre of com- 
Yeowomen s scoring punch. and ten gruelling races. petition. He said “It took a lot of

For the Intermediate team the York was represented by Gary abmty to win”, 
standouts were left - half Marg p0yntz and Paul Gary as A team 
Webster who played a strong who finished ninth in their division, 
defensive game, left-inner Carol Andre Sobolewski

You probably all figured we had 
completely forgotten about squash 
this year, didn’t you. Well courtesy 
of Dr. Labib there will be an 
exhibition squash game between 
the illustrious Doctor and his old pal 
Ahmad Allouba.

Allouba hails from Egypt where 
he was the Junior national champ in 
’59 and ’60. He graduated from the 
University of Cairo in 1963 and one 
year later played his first match 
against the famous Sharif Kahn.

‘ T remember the scores and even 
the play that beat me,” he said, “It 
was a tie game with the third 
match proving the tightest. Kahn 
made this one shotlhat..." but why 
not ask Mr. Allouba yourself The 
match starts at noon to-day in Tait 
McKenzie.

»
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Sailors place seventh Ahmad Allouba

* * *

York’s women’s tennis team captured third place in the OWIAA 
doubles finals at Cedar Springs last weekend, losing only to U of T 
and Western.

Joanne Healy and Joanne Stone reached the finals of their flight 
as did team mates Lily Durzo and Vicki Mattice. Jane Mitchell and 
Margot Greenberg won the consolation round of the upper flight.

Coach Benita Senn was pleased with her team’s performance, 
especially considering the short season. However, the team will 
have to start from scratch next year as most of the girls will have 
no opportunity to compete together until next fall. The team 
returns to Cedar Springs next weekend for the singles final.

Ian Brown, Coordinator for the
* * e

At the Brock Invitational Volleyball Tournament last weekend, 
coach Wally Dyba and his band of rookies made a respectable 
showing, splitting their matches with Queens and Brock before 
bowing out to the defending champs from the University of 
Western of Ontario.

“Well it was a good match and it wasn’t”, said Dyba, “the guys 
are trying very hard, we’ve had blood on the courts in practice. All 
we need is more experience. ”

The outstanding player for the Yeomen was first year man Janis 
Ozolins, a member of the junior national team.

According to Dyba, Ozolins was far and away the best man on the 
court leading the Yoemen in serving, spiking and serve receiving.

For Jamie Kidd a silver medalist 
in the 1975 Pan Américain Games, 

uciciMvc eaiuc, leiv-mner uaroi Andre Sobolewski and Blair it was his first intercollegiate 
Trewin and Brenda Stewart who Ruelens as B team finished fifth regatta. He said “It’s a different 

™_b0th theFleld and Ice in their division despite two cap- kind of racing. There is less
sizes and a collision Saturday in pressure and more fun. It’s moreHockey teams sizes and a collision Saturday in pressure and more fun. It’s more

Although traditionally the second winds gusting up to thirty miles an tactical rather than having the 
team, the Intermediate girls hour and three foot waves. right boat and the right sails."


